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Introduction

The Standard Model of elementary particles is the theory describing interactions
between the fundamental constituents of matter. This elegant theoretical model,
developed in the late sixties, has been verified at a high precision level by different
experiments over the last decades.

The last elusive particle predicted by the Standard Model, the Higgs boson, has
been discovered in 2012 by experiments operating at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), a proton-proton accelerator located at the CERN laboratories in Geneva.
This particle has a central role in the theory, since it is responsible, through the
Higgs mechanism, of the mass generation of fundamental particles. Its discovery is
an important milestone in high-energy physics and a confirmation of the robustness
of the actual description of fundamental laws of Nature.

Despite this great succes, the Standard Model cannot be seen as a definitive,
complete theory of fundamental interactions. First of all, it does not incorporate
gravity, one of the four fundamental forces. Moreover, the Standard Model only
describes the ordinary matter, which constitutes about 5% of the whole universe,
failing to describe experimentally observed phenomena like dark matter and dark
energy. From a mathematical point of view, the actual theory is also considered
inelegant and implausible for the high number of free parameters and the so-called
fine tuning problem, related to the Higgs boson mass.

Several theories beyond Standard Model (BSM) have been elaborated to overcome
these limitations and include the Standard Model in a more general theoretical
framework able to solve these open issues. Most of these models predict new particles,
new types of interactions and a modified Higgs sector. These effects are expected to
appear at the TeV energy scale and thus could be accessible at LHC.

The recent discovery of the Higgs boson, therefore, can be seen as a portal to
access the BSM sector and a brand-new opportunity to prove or deny different
models. Two different approaches can be followed to achieve this goal: indirect
constraints from precision measurements of the properties of the newly discovered
particle or direct searches for new particles predicted by BSM theories.

This thesis describes indirect and direct experimental searches in the Higgs
sector exploiting the decay of this particle in a pair of photons (H → γγ). The
analyses presented here use data collected by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
detector, analyzing the proton-proton collisions produced by the LHC. The full
dataset corresponds to 5.1 fb−1 of data collected at

√
s = 7TeV during 2011 and

19.7 fb−1 collected at
√
s = 8TeV during 2012.

Chapter 1 gives a theoretical overview of Higgs boson physics. The role of
this particle in the Standard Model and in alternative BSM models are reviewed.
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Moreover, it summarizes past experimental searches and explains the characteristics
of the diphoton decay channel, which is the chosen one for all the different analyses
presented.

Chapter 2 offers a detailed description of the experimental apparatus. After a brief
introduction on the LHC, the various subdetectors composing the Compact Muon
Solenoid experiment are introduced. Particular attention is given to the description
of the electromagnetic calorimeter, given its importance in photon reconstruction.

Identification and reconstruction of physics objects are described in chapter 3.
The main focus of the chapter is photon reconstruction, which has been designed
specifically for the H → γγ decay channel.

Chapter 4 presents the measuments of the Higgs boson properties in the diphoton
decay channel. The whole analysis, including object reconstruction and statistical
methods, is reviewed. The original contribution of this thesis to the H → γγ
analysis concerns the creation of exclusive categories tagging associate production
mechanisms, in particular Higgs boson production in association with vector bosons
(W or Z) or a pair of top quarks (tt̄H). The design and optimization of these
categories have been the main topic of the first years of my PhD. For this reason,
particular emphasis is given to the description of these categories. The inclusion
of these production modes in the analysis, gave the possibilty to precisely measure
the Higgs boson couplings to vector bosons and top quarks. Therefore, these results
can be used to indirectly constrain the phase space of BSM models described in
chapter 1.

Chapter 5 describes direct searches of BSM particles with the Higgs boson in
their decay chain. The study of these processes was a natural extension of the work
performed in tt̄H analysis at the beginning of my PhD. Indeed, these processes
present a similar final state: two high energy photons and top quarks. Therefore, I
could exploit, in BSM searches with different topologies, the experimental techniques
and the tools developed for tt̄H analysis. Two different searches are described: single
top associate Higgs production and heavy vector-like partners of the top quark. The
first process can highlight anomalous top-Higgs coupling while the second one could
be an evidence of a new strong sector of heavy quarks, useful to solve the hierarchy
problem.
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Chapter 1

The Role of the Higgs Boson in
the Standard Model and
Beyond

The Higgs boson was the last missing piece of the Standard Model. Its discovery, at
LHC experiments, is one of the main achievements in the history of particle physics.
This breakthrough represents a starting point for an extended characterization of
the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism and a brand-new opportunity to
spot new physics effects using the Higgs sector.

This chapter provides a theoretical overview of Higgs boson physics. The role of
this particle in the Standard Model and in possible extended theoretical frameworks
will be reviewed. Specific attention will be given to the description of the theories
which inspired the experimental searches reported in this thesis.

1.1 The Standard Model and the Higgs Mechanism

The Standard Model (SM) is the theoretical model currently used to describe the
interaction of fundamental particles. It is an elegant and successful theory developed
by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam in the late sixties [1–3] and verified experimentally,
during the years, at a high precision level.

The Standard Model is a quantum field theory which models the interaction
of elementary particles through electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. It
includes elementary fermions, which are fundamental constituents of the matter, and
gauge bosons which are the force carriers mediating the fundamental interactions.
Elementary fermions have spin 1

2 and are organized in three families of quarks
(carrying color charge and therefore subject to strong interaction) and other three
families of leptons (interacting only through electroweak forces). Gauge bosons have
spin 1 and are of three kinds, according to the interaction that they carry: photons,
for electromagnetic interaction, W and Z bosons, for the weak interaction and gluons,
for the strong one.

Standard Model theory has the advantage to describe in a unified mathe-
matical structure three of the four fundamental interactions (gravity is not in-
cluded). Its Lagrangian is invariant under transformations of the symmetry group
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SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y.
This Lagrangian (LSM ) can be split in two contribution, according to the different

nature of the forces:

LSM = LQCD + LEW

LQCD, where QCD stands for quantum chromodinamics, describes interactions
between quarks and gluons, with SU(3) symmetry. LEW , where EW stands for
electroweak is instead invariant under transformations of the group SU(2)L ×U(1)Y
and describes interactions between fermions and EW gauge bosons, i.e. photons, W
and Z bosons.

In a gauge theory, if a symmetry is exactly conserved, all particles should
be massless, contradicting experimental observations. In the SM this problem is
solved through the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) mechanism [4]. This
mechanism for mass generation has been proposed independently by Higgs, Brout,
Englert and other theorists nearly fifty years ago [4–6].

If a Lagrangian is invariant under a transformation also its non-degenerate
eigenstate will reflect that symmetry. On the other side, if an eigenstate of an
invariant Lagrangian is degenerate, it could be non-symmetric under the action of
the same symmetry. If the ground state is degenerate a unique choice for the state
of minimum energy is not possible. One of the possible groundstates, which are all
asymmetric, must be chosen and this procedure is known as spontaneous symmetry
breaking mechanism.

In the SM, this mechanism is realized by the introduction of a scalar isospin
doublet, the Higgs field Φ. The simplest lagrangian for an autointeracting scalar
field has the form:

LH = (DµΦ)†DµΦ− V (Φ)

where Dµ is the covariant derivative and the potential V(Φ) is given by:

V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2 (1.1)

Requiring λ > 0 the energy spectrum is bounded below. Therefore ground states
exist. Imposing µ2 < 0 a degenerate ground state appears, since the potential has
its minimum in correspondence of:

Φ+Φ = −µ
2

2λ
This means that there is an infinite number of ground states satisfying Eq. 1.1

lying on a circle around the local maximum of the potential, i.e. the origin. The
electroweak gauge symmetry is, thus, spontaneously broken by the choice of one of
the possible ground states, which breaks the rotational symmetry of the Lagrangian.

The expansion of the Lagrangian around the minimum of the potential, using
perturbation theory, leads to quadratic terms for the bosons fields. These terms
correspond to the mass terms for the W± and Z bosons. In this way, the gauge
bosons mediating the weak interaction get mass. In order to have a massless photon,
in this procedure, SU(2)L ×U(1)Y is spontaneously broken conserving the electric
charge symmetry group U(1)Y.
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Fermions get mass through Yukawa interaction terms, which couple the left-
handed component of a fermionic doublet (ψL) and the right-handed singlet (dR or
uR respectively for down and up quarks) to the Higgs field (Φ). These terms will
have the form:

gdψ̄LΦdR + guψ̄LΦuR + h.c.

Writing down these terms for the three families of quarks, the mass Lagrangian for
quarks is obtained:

LqΦ =
∑
ij

gdijψ̄i
LΦdRj + guijψ̄i

LΦ̃uRj + h.c. (1.2)

The mass terms in 1.2 are not diagonal in the u and d fields. Diagonalizing and
substituting the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs boson in the equation, the
mass of the physical fields is obtained. The physical fields, i.e. the mass eigenstate,
are linked to the eigenstate of electroweak interactions (u and d in equation 1.2) by
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [7,8]. In this way the mass of fermions and
weak decays between different quark families are naturally included in the theory.

Given the presence of these interaction terms in the Lagrangian, Higgs production
and decay will proceed through different processes, whose strength is determined
by the coupling of that particular interaction. In particular, the SM Higgs boson
couplings to fundamental fermions are proportional to the fermion mass mf , while
couplings to bosons are proportional to the squares of the boson mass mV [9].
Consequently, the Higgs dominant production and decay mechanisms will be those
involving W±, Z bosons and the third generation of quarks and leptons.

The mass of the Higgs boson mH is a free parameter of the theory and should be
determined experimentally by direct searches. Searches for the Higgs boson particle
at colliders started at the e+e− collider LEP at CERN (operating from 1989 to
2000) [10] and continued at the Tevatron pp̄ collider at Fermilab until its shutdown
in 2011 [11]. The ultimate searches for the Higgs boson have been performed at
the LHC over the last years and the discovery of a new particle with 125 GeV
mass, compatible with the SM Higgs boson, has been announced on the 4th of July
2012 [12,13]. These searches are described in more details in section 1.3.

The challenge of experimental physicists in the next years is to characterize the
nature of this particle, understanding if it is exactly the Standard Model Higgs or if
there are additional effects beyond the SM theory to be considered.

1.2 Higgs Production Modes at LHC
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a proton-proton accelerator operative at CERN
since 2009. It operated at a center of mass energy of 7 and 8 TeV and will start
again taking data in 2015 at an energy of 13 or 14 TeV. One of the aim that led to
the construction of LHC is the discovery of the Higgs boson. More details about
LHC will be given in the following chapter. We describe here the production and
the decay mechanisms of the Higgs particle at a hadron collider of such energies.

In proton-proton collisions at
√
s =7-8 TeV four main production mechanisms are

predicted by the SM. The cross sections at 8 TeV for different production mechanisms
are shown in Figure 1.3 as a function of the Higgs mass.
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Figure 1.1. SM Higgs boson production cross sections for pp collisions at 8 TeV, including
theoretical uncertainties. Different production modes are shown in different colors:
gluon-gluon fusion (blue), vector boson fusion (red), associate production with a W
boson (green) or a Z boson (brown), top-pair associate production (violet). ggH cross
section is computed at NNLL precision while VBF, WH and ZH at NNLO and tt̄H at
NLO precision.

The one with the largest cross section (one order of magnitude greater than other
mechanisms) is gluon-gluon fusion (ggH) where no additional particles, at leading
order, are present in the final state. It is followed by vector boson fusion (VBF)
which corresponds to the process pp→ qqH, associate production with a Z or a W
boson (VH) or a top-pair (tt̄H). The diagrams corresponding to these production
modes are shown in figure 1.2.

The branching ratios for the most relevant decay channels for a SM Higgs boson,
as a function of its mass, are shown in Figure 1.3. The numerical values for the
branching ratios for a 125 GeV Higgs boson are reported in Table 1.1.

The analysis presented in this thesis focuses on the γγ decay channel.

H → bb̄ H →WW H → gg H → ZZ H → cc̄ H → γγ H → Zγ

0.58 0.21 0.086 0.026 0.029 0.023 0.015
Table 1.1. Branching ratios for a 125 GeV Standard Model Higgs boson

1.2.1 The diphoton Decay Channel

Photons are massless particles, so they do not directly couple to the Higgs boson.
However, the H → γγ decay can still happen through loop processes involving
massive particles. The dominant Feynman diagrams at the lowest possible order are
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Figure 1.3. Standard Model Higgs boson decay branching ratios

shown in Figure 1.4. Due to their large coupling to the Higgs boson, the Feynman
diagrams involving top and W loops are the most relevant.

Since it is a higher order process, the branching ratio is low compared to other
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Figure 1.4. Main decay mechanisms of the Higgs boson in the diphoton channel

type of decays. Using perturbation theory the decay width can be computed:

Γ(H → γγ) ∼ GFα
2
emm

3
H

128π3
√

2
|7− 16

9 + ...|2 (1.3)

where GF is the Fermi constant and αem the fine-structure constant. From 1.3 the
branching ratio can be obtained. For mH=125 GeV it is:

B(H → γγ) = 2.28× 10−3

1.3 Experimental Searches of the Higgs Boson

1.3.1 Searches for the Higgs boson at LEP and Tevatron

The Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) was a circular collider operating at
CERN laboratories in Geneva from 1989 to 2000. At e+e− colliders the main
production mechanism for the Higgs boson is the Higgs-strahlung, e+e− → HZ.
During the LEP 1 phase, when the collider was operating at

√
s close to the mass of

the Z boson, the data collected by the four experiments (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and
OPAL) allowed to set a lower bound on the Higgs boson mass up to 65 GeV [14].

Precision electroweak measurements, on the Z boson at LEP, favored a relatively
low mass for the Higgs boson [15].

During the LEP 2 phase the collision energy was raised up to 209 GeV and all
possible decay modes were used to discover a SM Higgs boson. The combination of
all the LEP data yields a 95% C.L. exclusion of a Higgs boson with a mass up to
114.4 GeV [10]. A small excess in data was seen around 115 GeV, but not sufficient
to claim for a discovery, therefore LEP was shut down to start the construction of
the LHC.

The Tevatron [16] was a circular pp̄ accelerator and collider operating at the
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, in the United States. It operated from 1987
to 2011 colliding particles at

√
s = 1.96 TeV. Unlike LEP, since the Tevatron was a

hadronic collider, the main production processes for the Higgs boson were gluon-
gluon fusion and, secondly, associate production with W or Z bosons. All searches,
targeting different production modes and decays, from CDF and D0 experiments
were combined together to reach better sensitivity. The last results of Tevatron
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exclude two ranges of the Higgs mass: from 100 to 106 GeV and between 147 and
179 GeV. An excess of data, coming mainly from H → bb̄ searches, was seen in the
range 115-135 GeV, with a local significance of ∼ 3σ [17].

1.3.2 The Higgs Boson Discovery at LHC

On the 4th July 2012 the ATLAS and CMS experiments announced, in a seminar at
CERN, the discovery of a new particle, with a mass around 125 GeV, compatible with
the SM Higgs boson. The discovery was obtained analyzing the datasets collected at
7 and 8 TeV by ATLAS and CMS, exploiting different experimental and analysis
techniques. Among the different decay channels the discovery was driven by the
high-sensitivity ones, i.e. H → ZZ → 4l and H → γγ. Indeed, these channels
play a major role for a light Higgs, since they give the possibility to reconstruct
the mass. To achieve the sensitivity needed to discover this new particle also other
decay channels, i.e. bb, WW and ττ were used in the combination.

Since then, the two collaborations released different publications investigating in
more detail the properties of the newly discovered particle. Some of these analyses
(mainly those related to couplings measurements) will be discussed in details in this
thesis. Until now no striking deviation from SM predictions has been highlighted.
The most updated and precise results for the Higgs boson mass, for ATLAS and
CMS are at the moment:

mH = 125.36± 0.37(stat)± 0.18(syst)

mH = 125.03+0.26
−0.27(stat)+0.13

−0.15(syst)

1.4 Standard Model limitations

After the discovery of the Higgs boson and the precise measurement of its mass, all
the ingredients of the Standard Model theory have been experimentally established.
However the Standard Model is far from being a complete theory describing Nature
for some intrinsic limitations, which have to be solved if one wants to extend the
SM into a “Theory of everything”. As already said, gravity is not included in a
coherent theoretical framework with other forces. Moreover, the SM does not give
an explanation for important physics phenomena experimentally observed like dark
matter, dark energy and the large difference among the values of the masses of
particles, and of the coupling constants.

One of these unsolved questions, the so-called hierarchy problem, is just related to
the Higgs sector, and specifically to the Higgs boson mass. All particles in Standard
Model, including the Higgs boson, have a bare mass which is the mass obtained from
the quantum propagator at the lowest order. This is not anyway the physical mass,
i.e. the mass that can be measured experimentally, because radiative corrections at
higher orders coming from loops have to be considered. The renormalization process
relates the properties of the physical quantities (mass, charge...) to those of the
bare particles, introducing suitable cut-off parameters in considering higher order
corrections.
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Without going into details, the renormalization procedure corrects the squared
bare mass (m0) of the Higgs boson with an extra term, including higher order
corrections, δm2

H to obtain the physical mass mH :

m2
H = m2

0 − δm2
H (1.4)

δm2
H includes all contributions from radiative corrections to the H propagator.

The main one for Higgs boson are those involving top quarks, vector bosons and the
Higgs itself.

The corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in figure 1.5.

h

t

h

t
h h

h

h h

W/Z/γ

Figure 1.5. Main divergent contributions to the Higgs mass predicted by the Standard
Model

The integrals corresponding to the amplitude of these processes are divergent,
so a cutoff parameter Λ is introduced. This parameter represents the energy up
to which the Standard Model can be considered still valid. In principle, one can
assume that the Standard Model is valid up to the Planck scale; indeed that is the
energy at which gravitational effects cannot be neglected. With this assumption Λ
is of the order of ∼ 1019 GeV. The full calculation gives that δm2

H is proportional to
Λ2 which means:

δm2
H ∝ Λ2 ∼ 1038 GeV2

Since mH is 125 GeV (∼ 102) equation 1.4 can be rewritten like:

104 GeV2 ∼ m2
0 − Λ2 ∼ m2

0 − 1038 GeV2

which means that m2
0 is of the same order of Λ2 (1038) and that these two terms

cancel with a very high precision to obtain the value of the physical mass. This
mathematical problem, known as fine tuning, does not invalidate the theory, which
is still consistent. Anyway it seems an unnatural and implausible coincidence that
m2

0 cancels all the loop contributions up to this astonishing precision.
The choice of Λ made in the previous calculation is somehow arbitrary because it

is based on the assumption that the Standard Model is still valid up to the greatest
possible energy, the Planck scale. If a lower Λ is chosen, the cancellation is tuned to
an acceptable level. If, for instance, Λ ∼ 1 TeV is chosen, the hierarchy problem is
completely solved since the cancellation is of the order of one over ten, which seems
a natural and acceptable value.

In some way if one accepts the fine-tuning argument, New Physics phenomena
at the TeV scale are expected, since at energy higher than Λ the Standard Model is
not valid anymore. There are several models, beyond Standard Model (BSM), that
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introduce new heavy particles around the TeV scale to solve the hierarchy problem.
The Higgs sector can be seen, therefore, as a portal for accessing new unknown
heavy particles.

1.5 New Physics in the Higgs Sector

Since the SM is verified experimentally at a great precision level, any new theory
considers it as a starting point to develop further models. Given the theoretical
limitations of the Standard Model, many theories have been built, in the last thirty
years, to include the SM theory in a wider and more general framework. Now that a
Higgs boson has been discovered, particular attention should be given to theories
predicting new effects involving this particle. These models are very different in the
implementation but, generally speaking, they predict the presence of new fermions
or bosons, solving the hierarchy problem. These new particles, entering in the loops
involving the Higgs production and decay, balance the divergent radiative corrections
to the Higgs mass. In this way, a more natural theory without the need of fine tuning
is possible. The interaction of these new particles would lead to a modification of
the Higgs properties (cross section, branching ratios, total width...) with respect to
the SM prediction.

The goal of this thesis is to exploit the interplay between direct and indirect
searches to discover or exclude new physics phenomena. Some theories, indeed,
predict new states already accessible by the experiments; a direct search is therefore
needed to confirm or exclude their existence. On the other hand indirect constraints,
obtained measuring possible deviation from the SM prediction, are important to
reduce the available phase space for theoretical models. We focus on the diphoton
decay channel, one of the most important for the discovery, which plays a major
role also in many BSM scenarios. The approach in these experimental searches is
as model independent as possible, focussing on measuring quantities which can be
interpreted in a meaningful way in different classes of theories. We give here a brief
review of the main classes of models that can take advantage from the direct and
indirect searches presented in this thesis.

1.5.1 The effective Lagrangian for BSM models

In the theoretical models that extend the SM, it is considered as an effective theory,
applicable up to a certain scale Λ. A new field theory above that scale is therefore
needed. Given the lack of direct observation of new states, that could favor a specific
theoretical model with respect to another one, a general approach can be held to
describe Higgs properties in a BSM framework.

Since the predictions of the SM Lagrangian are verified experimentally at a
great precision, any BSM field theory should reduce to the SM at low energy
and therefore its gauge group should contain SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1). The most
general SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1)-invariant Lagrangian can be written expanding in
higher-dimensional operators suppressed by powers of Λ [18, 19] as in equation 1.5

L = L(4)
SM + L(5) + L(6) = L(4)

SM + 1
Λ
∑
i

c
(5)
i O

(5)
i + 1

Λ2

∑
i

c
(6)
i O

(6)
i +O( 1

Λ3 ) (1.5)
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where LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian, described in section 1.1, which con-
tains operators of dimension 4 or less. The additional terms L(n) contain dimension-n
operators (Oni ), with coupling constants ci. They parametrize possible deviations
from the SM caused by New Physics phenomena. No assumptions on the form of
New Physics is made and contributions from operators with a dimension higher than
6 are neglected since not relevant, given the current experimental precision. This
model only assumes that the newly discovered particle around 125 GeV is a CP-even
weak doublet and it preserves baryon and lepton numbers. A full description of
the effective Lagrangian can be found in [19], only relevant operators modifying the
phenomenology of the Higgs sector are described here.
L(5) is not relevant for the Higgs physics, since related to neutrino masses. L(6),

instead, contains 6-dimensional operators that could induce modifications in the
Higgs coupling potentially accessible at experiments. Instead of considering L(6)

in its entirety, further simplifications can be made ignoring operators inducing big
deviations strongly disfavoured by previous experimental constraints or inducing very
small deviations, not detectable by the LHC experiments. The simplified Lagrangian
involving relevant operators for the Higgs sector can be therefore written as:

L(6)
sim = h

v
(2cvm2

WW
+
µ W

µ− + cvm
2
ZZµZ

µ

− cu
∑

q=u,c,t
mq q̄q − cd

∑
q=d,s,b

mq q̄q − cl
∑

q=e,µ,τ
ml l̄l

+ 1
4cggG

α
µνG

αµν − 1
4cγγγµνγ

µν − 1
2cWWW

+
µνW

−µν

− 1
4cZZZµνZ

µν − 1
2cZγγµνZ

µν)

(1.6)

where h is the higgs field, v its vacuum expectation value and the 9 c parameters
represent the couplings for the different processeses considered. If custodial symmetry
is imposed, the cWW and cZZ are constrained by cγγ and cZγ and therefore L(6)

sim

contains 7 free parameters. The SM Lagrangian for the Higgs boson is reobtained in
the limit:

cv = cu = cd = cl = 1; cgg = cγγ = cZγ = 0

In Section 1.1 it has been shown that in the SM the mass of fermions and bosons
is the consequence of the interaction with the Higgs field and that the value of
the couplings of the Higgs boson to other particles can be predicted accurately in
the Standard Model. Their magnitude, proportional to the masses of the particles,
directly influences the production and decay rates of the Higgs boson. Equation 1.6
shows that, in this effective modelling, if new physics exists it should be observable
as modified couplings of the Higgs boson. Some of the most important theoretical
BSM models involving the Higgs boson will be reviewed in the next section.

Measuring the couplings at experiments is, therefore, of particular interest to
prove or deny SM theoretical predictions. Additional properties of the Higgs boson,
like spin or parity, can be tested to probe the existence of new physics. In this
thesis we will focus only on couplings. In the next chapter we will present a general
parametrization of Higgs couplings, reflecting the versatility of the effective approach
for BSM physics presented here.
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1.5.2 BSM models: 2HDM and VLQ

The discovery of a Higgs boson is a good opportunity to search for a possible extended
EWSB sector. Indeed, several theoretical models addressing the hierarchy problem,
like Supersymmetry [20] or composite Higgs models [21, 22] predict the existence of
additional Higgs scalars.

The underlying idea of some of these models is to add a second Higgs doublet to
the one predicted by the SM. They are therefore known as 2 Higgs doublet models
(2HDM). With two doublets the Higgs potential V(Φ) in equation 1.1 becomes:

V (Φ1,Φ2) = m2
11Φ†1Φ1 +m2

22Φ†2Φ2 − [m2
12Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.]

+ 1
2λ1(Φ†1Φ1)2 + 1

2λ2(Φ†2Φ2)2 + λ3(Φ†1Φ1)(Φ†2Φ2) + λ4(Φ†1Φ2)(Φ†2Φ1)

+
[1

2λ5(Φ†1Φ2)2 + λ6(Φ†1Φ1)(Φ†1Φ2) + λ7(Φ†2Φ2)(Φ†1Φ2) + h.c.
]

(1.7)

where Φ1 and Φ2 are the two Higgs doublets. The minimization of this potential
leads to five physical states: two neutral CP-even scalar (h and H), one neutral
CP-odd pseudoscalar (A) and two charged scalars (H+ and H−). All the different
couplings λi can be expressed as a function of two quantities: the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of Φ0

1,2 parametrized by tan β = |〈Φ0
2〉/〈Φ0

1〉| and α, which is
the mixing angle between h and H. The angles α and β completely determine the
couplings of a Higgs boson to a pair of fermions or gauge bosons, as well as the
couplings between two Higgses and a single gauge boson.

In the so-called alignment limit, i.e. cos(α− β) = 0, the couplings of the lightest
Higgs boson h are exactly the same as the SM Higgs. Identifying h with the observed
SM Higgs, deviations in production and decay rates of the SM-like Higgs boson, can
be directly parametrized in terms of α and β. Therefore, limits on the masses of the
four heavier Higgs bosons can be inferred.

Depending on different assumptions on couplings between fermions and the two
doublets, 2HDM can be divided in four types:

• Type I: all fermions couple to one doublet

• Type II: up-type quarks couple to one doublet while down type quarks and
leptons to the other one

• Type III: quarks couple to one doublet and leptons to the other one

• Type IV: up-type quarks and leptons couple to one doublet while down-type
quarks to the other one

For instance, Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is a theoretical
model of type II. Typically signals of type III and IV resemble respectively to
those of type I and II. The phenomenological panorama is quite different depending
on theoretical assumptions. However, an accurate measurement, with the current
dataset, could constrain 2HDM models at a level of 20% of deviation from the
alignment limit for both type I and type II models. This will be of paramount
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importance to suggest which may be the most probable new phenomena to be
directly observed at higher energy collisions.

Another class of models, called here vector-like quarks (VLQ) models, instead,
requires the presence of fermionic partners of the top quark. In this kind of theories
the radiative corrections of the top quark to the Higgs mass are balanced by
contributions of new fermions with the same spin of the top but with vectorial
couplings. This means that the left- and right-handed chiralities of the top partners
have the same color and electroweak quantum numbers.

The most studied scenarios predicting VLQ can be divided in three classes:

• Composite Higgs [23,24]: QCD light scalars, like pions and kaons, are predicted
without problems of fine tuning, because, instead of being elementary like the
SM Higgs, they are composite states. Indeed, pions are pseudo-Goldstone
bosons, emerging from spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry of QCD
by quark condensation. Assuming the existence of a new, QCD-like, strong
sector at the TeV scale, the Higgs boson can be seen as the pseudo-Goldstone
boson of this new spontaneously broken symmetry . The compositeness of the
Higgs would therefore solve elegantly the hierarchy problem.

• Little Higgs [25–27]: These models are quite similar to the composite Higgs
ones. The peculiarity of these models is that the Higgs mass is protected by
the existence of a global additional symmetry explicitly broken. The Higgs is
the Goldstone boson related to this symmetry and its mass emerges from the
explicit symmetry breaking.

• Extra dimensions [28]: These models predict the existence of additional dimen-
sions. The difference between the Higgs mass and the Planck scale is therefore
explained immersing the Higgs in this higher dimensional space, where the
divergences of the Higgs boson mass corrections are less severe.

Regardless the different theoretical assumption, the top partner contribution can be
included in the effective Lagrangian with additional terms of the form:

LT = λtHtt̄+ λTHT̄ t+ λ′T
2mT

HHT̄T + h.c.

where H is the Higgs boson field, T is the generic top partner field and t is the SM
top quark field. These terms cause corrective radiations to the Higgs mass, with
loops involving new particles, like those shown in the diagrams of figure 1.6. The
couplings of the interactions are such that the new loop diagrams lead to a natural
cancellation of divergences that stabilizes the Higgs boson mass. The mass of top
partners is predicted to be not so heavy, below the TeV, therefore direct searches at
LHC could spot their existence, with the current amount of data.

1.6 Coupling structure of a Higgs-like particle
As seen in Paragraph 1.5.1, a disagreement between theory and experiments for the
Higgs couplings could be a hint of physics beyond the SM, signalling the presence
of new particles, new gauge symmetries or a different mechanism to give mass to
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Figure 1.6. Additional radiative corrections to the Higgs boson mass predicted by VLQ
theories

bosons or fermions. Both the Higgs boson production cross section and branching
ratios are sensitive to its couplings to fermions and bosons.

In this thesis a phenomenological effective framework, suitable for the effective
Lagrangian description, will be used to explore the coupling structure. This approach
has the advantage to define observables directly intepretable as deviations from the
predicted SM values without assuming a specific alternative framework.

In particular, the method used in this thesis, described in detail in [29], computes
all deviations from the SM predictions assuming that there is a SM-like Higgs boson
of 125 GeV which spontaneously breaks electroweak symmetry. No additional
assumptions on new BSM states, such as extra Higgs bosons or families of fermions,
are made. Starting from the picture given by past experimental results three
additional simplification can be made without loss of generality:

• The signals observed in different search channels originate from a single narrow
resonance with a mass near 125 GeV. This excludes the possibility of overlapping
resonances in this mass region.

• The width of the 125 GeV Higgs boson is neglected, since assumed to be not
significantly different from the SM one (few MeV). Hence the predicted signal
cross-section times branching ratio can be decomposed in:

(σ · B)(ii→ H → ff) = σii · Γff
ΓH

where σii is the production cross section through the initial state ii, Γff the
partial decay width into the final state ff and ΓH the total width of the Higgs
boson.
This assumption, which is an excellent approximation for a light SM-like Higgs,
is expected to be valid also for a wide range of BSM models compatible with
current experimental results.

• The tensor structure of the SM is preserved. This implies, in particular, that
the observed state is CP-even.

With these assumptions, scale factors can be defined to take into account possible
deviations from the expected values. The cross sections and partial decay widths
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are dressed with scale factors ki. They are defined in such a way that σii and
Γii, associated to the SM particle i, scale with a factor k2

i with respect to the
corresponding SM prediction.

Using this scheme, for example, the cross section for the process gg → H → γγ
can be written as:

(σ · B)(gg → H → γγ) = σSM · BSM (H → γγ) ·
k2
g · k2

γ

k2
H

These scale factors in some cases should be intended as effective couplings which
describe loop-induced processes, such as k2

γ for the H→ γγ process and k2
g for

gg → H. They can be expressed (not considering possible new BSM particles
contributing to the loop) as a function of more elementary quantities, as in these
relationships:

k2
g =

k2
t · σttggH + k2

b · σbbggH + ktkbσ
tb
ggH

σttggH + σbbggH + σtbggH

k2
γ =

∑
i,j kikj · Γijγγ∑

i,j Γijγγ

where σijggH and Γijγγ are the SM values, computable from theory [30–32] and the
indexes i, j in the second equation correspond to all relevant contributions in the
H → γγ loop, i.e. b, t, τ and W . With this parametrization SM predictions are
recovered for ki = 1.

Results on different quantities can be extracted from fits to the data, using
statistical methods such as likelihood ratio, where the kj are treated as param-
eters of interest or nuisance parameters, depending on the case. This effective
simplified model is general and versatile and allows to perform different benchmark
parametrizations to investigate several aspects of the Higgs boson nature.

1.6.1 Benchmark parametrizations

The simplest interesting quantity to measure is the overall signal strength, usually
called µ, defined as µ = σ

σSM
. In the simplified model described in the previous

section, this corresponds to use a single scale factor k2, that applies to all production
and decay modes. Regarding the individual production and decay scale factors to
test, the current amount of data is not sufficient to measure all of them individually.
Anyway, a set of useful benchmark models to test particular aspects of the Higgs
properties can be provided and are listed in the following. Experimental results for
these quantities will be given in chapter 4 and 5.

Signal strength splitting production processes

Different production modes can be tested separately. The four main Higgs boson
production mechanisms (described in section 1.2) can be associated with either
fermion couplings (ggH and tt̄H) or vector bosons couplings (VBF and VH). Using
dedicated analyses targeting different production modes (see chapter 4) they can
be decoupled measuring strenght modifiers for these two different kind of processes:
µggH+tt̄H and µVBF+VH.
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Couplings to vector bosons and fermions

An interesting benchmark model can be built simply considering a single scale factor,
kf , for coupling to fermions and another one, kV, for coupling to bosons. The
H → γγ width (Γγγ) is the only sensitive at leading order to the relative sign of kf
and kV ; all other partial widths scale as k2

f or k2
V.

BSM particles

The presence of new particles of high mass, even if not directly observed, can induce
modifications in the cross-sections and branching ratios. In particular, BSM particles
usually can enter in loops for production and decay processes, such as gg → H and
H → γγ. The two interesting parameters in this benchmark model will be, therefore,
the effective scale factors kg and kγ .

Coupling to top quarks

The top-Higgs coupling is an interesting quantity for theoretical reasons. Indeed, it is
widely believed that the large mass of the top quark could be a hint of a special role
of this particle in the EWSB mechanism. Moreover, as seen in previous paragraphs,
states involving top quarks are the most promising in BSM searches.

The more straightforward way to measure this coupling in the SM is to study
the associated production of a Higgs boson and a top pair (tt̄H). This production
mechanism is sensitive only to the magnitude of the top-Higgs coupling but not to
its sign since the possible diagrams at tree level are of the same kind of the one
shown in figure 1.2 (bottom right). On the other hand, studying single top associate
production (tHq) in the diphoton decay channel allows to test more exotic scenarios
with negative top-Higgs coupling. In this thesis both processes are used; more details
about tt̄H and tHq analysis will be given, respectively, in chapter 4 and 5.

1.7 Analysis strategy for BSM searches in H → γγ chan-
nel

As explained in this chapter, the Higgs sector is an interesting field to search for
new physics. The aim of this thesis is to shed light on the Higgs sector following
the two paths of direct and indirect BSM particles searches to fully exploit CMS
discovery potential. The diphoton decay channel is promising for both kinds of
searches, given the possibility to fully reconstruct the final state and the good signal
over background ratio.

Regarding indirect searches, possible deviations of the Higgs boson couplings
from the values predicted by the SM are investigated. The results can be interpreted
in different classes of BSM models, such as the 2HDM or VLQ scenarios described
here. For this purpose, an exclusive analysis for SM Higgs boson is presented in
chapter 4. Particular attention is given to the description of exclusive categories
targeting different production modes, exploiting the sensitivity to different couplings.

Regarding direct searches, associate production of a single top quark and a Higgs
boson and vector-like partners decaying in a top quark and a Higgs are studied.
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These searches are described in chapter 5. They both use tools developed for the
SM analysis (especially for categories tagging tt̄H production) even if a different
optimization is devised according to the different final state.
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Chapter 2

The CMS Experiment at the
LHC

This chapter is dedicated to the description of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS),
the experimental apparatus used for all the physics searches presented in the following
chapters. After a short introduction on the CERN LHC, all the subdetectors of CMS
will be described, paying particular attention to the ones which are more relevant
for the searches described in this thesis.

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the world’s largest and most energetic particle
accelerator. It is located at CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research)
laboratories in Geneva, Switzerland. It is the last of a series of linear and circular
accelerators used to accelerate two high energy proton beams. The beams contain
up to 2800 bunches of protons, with a nominal number of 1011 protons each. They
have a small transverse spread (about 15 µm) and are about 7.5 cm long in the
beam direction. The minimal bunch time separation is 25 ns. The LHC is also used
to collide beams of heavy ions, but this configuration is not relevant for this thesis
and will not be described.

The whole CERN accelerator complex is shown in figure 2.1. Protons are
extracted from a hydrogen source and accelerated up to 50 MeV in the linear collider
LINAC2, then up to 1.4 GeV in the PS (Proton Synchroton) and finally the SPS
(Super Proton Synchroton) injects them into the LHC at 450 GeV.

LHC consists of a 27 km long circular tunnel, previously hosting the LEP collider,
about 100 meters underground. It is equipped with 1232 superconducting dipole
magnets, placed in the curved sections of the tunnel, and boost structures. Since
magnets operate in a superconducting state, a cooling system of liquid helium is used
to cool them down to 1.9 K. LHC is capable to produce collisions at a center of mass
energy of up to 14 TeV and a maximal instantaneous luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1.
Acceleration cavities are located in one of the linear sections.

A summary of the main LHC technical parameters, with design values, is given
in table 2.1. LHC delivered collisions at 7 TeV for the whole 2011 and at 8 TeV
during 2012 with a 50 ns bunch time separation.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic view of CERN accelerator scheme

The LHC can cross the two beams in four interaction points, where four main
experiments are located:

• ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [33]

• ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) [34]

• CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) [35]

• LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty) [36]

ATLAS and CMS are two high-luminosity, general purpose experiments, built
to fully reconstruct the largest possible number of physics processes. ALICE is an
experiment dedicated to the study of heavy ion collisions, while LHCb is specialized
in b-quark physics.

The data presented in this thesis are collected by the Compact Muon Solenoid
experiment and a complete description of it will be given in the following.

2.2 The CMS Experiment
CMS is a general purpose detector designed to reconstruct a wide range of particles
and phenomena produced by collisions in the LHC. The Higgs boson search was one
of the main physics goals and it drove the design philosophy of the detector [37].
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Table 2.1. Summary of the main LHC technical parameters

Circumference [km] 27
Number of magnet dipoles 1232
Dipolar magnetic field [T] 8.33
Radiofrequency [MHz] 400
Maximal number of bunches 2808
Magnet temperature [K] 1.9
Maximal beam energy [TeV] 7
Maximal luminosity [cm−2s−1] 1034

Protons per bunch 1.05 · 1011

Bunch spacing [m] 7.48
Minimal bunch time separation [ns] 25
Bunch length [cm] 7.5
Bunch transverse size [µm] 15
Crossing angle [rad] 2 · 10−4

Beam lifetime [h] 7
Luminosity lifetime [h] 10

CMS consists of a detector made of different layers, exploiting different detection
techniques to achieve the best energy and momentum measurement for each type of
particle.

The main requirements in CMS design were:

• a high performance muon system, capable to measure accurately the transverse
momentum of this kind of particles up to 1 TeV. This has led to the presence
of a large superconducting solenoidal magnet producing an intense magnetic
field of 4T. This allows a compact muon spectrometer with high performances
in track and charge measurement;

• a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter to detect and measure electrons
and photons, compatible with the presence of the magnet;

• an inner tracking system allowing accurate momentum measurements for
charged particles;

• an hermetic hadronic calorimeter for good measurement of jets and missing
transverse energy.

A section of the CMS detector is shown in Figure 2.2. It has a cylindrical
structure, is 21 m long, 15 m wide and 15 m high, for a total weight of about 12500
tons. It is made of a central section, coaxial to the beam axis (the barrel), closed by
two hermetic discs orthogonal to the beam (the endcaps).

A transverse slice of the detector is shown in figure 2.3. The detector is a
sequence of different layers to stop, track or measure all different particles from
the interaction point. Moving outwards from the beam, emerging particles find the
silicon tracker, the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), the hadronic calorimeter
(HCAL), the superconducting solenoid and the iron return yoke interspersed with
muon chambers.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic view of the CMS detector
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Figure 2.3. Schematic view of a transverse slice of CMS detector. The sketch reports
traces left in subdetectors by different types of particles.
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CMS uses a right-handed cartesian coordinate system, with the origin at the
nominal interaction point at the center of the detector. The x-axis points to the
centre of the LHC, the y-axis points upwards, perpendicular to the LHC plane, and
the z-axis along the anticlockwise-beam direction.

Given the cylindrical system, it is also useful to define some variables in a pseudo-
angular reference system. The polar angle, θ, is measured from the positive z-axis
and the azimuthal angle, φ, lies in the x-y plane. Transverse energy and momentum
(pT and ET), i.e. the particle’s energy (E) and momentum (p) in the transverse
plane, are therefore defined as pT = p · sin(θ) and ET = E · sin (θ). A frequently-used
variable, at hadron colliders, is the pseudorapidity, defined as:

η = − ln tan θ2
For high energies, intervals of pseudorapidity are invariant under Lorentz boosts

along the beam direction. Since in hadron colliders the boost of the colliding partons
in the lab frame is unknown, pseudorapidity is preferred to the polar angle θ. Values
of pseudorapidity corresponding to given θ values are reported in figure 2.4.

Distance between particles with two particles is usually computed using ∆R,
defined as the distance in the φ-η plane: ∆R =

√
∆φ2 + ∆η2.

In the following a complete description of all subdetectors of CMS will be given
paying particular attention to the ECAL which plays a major role in the searches
described in this thesis.

Figure 2.4. Values of pseudorapidity in correspondence of several values of the θ angle.

2.2.1 Magnet

A strong magnetic field in particle experiments is needed to bend particles, to achieve
the best possible resolution in the muon detection system. The CMS choice was to
have a relatively small solenoid producing an intense field. This innovative feature
has conditioned the design of all other subdetectors.

The superconducting magnet [38] is a 13 m long cylinder of Niobium-Titanium,
with a diameter of 5.9 m. It provides a uniform magnetic field of 3.8 T at its center,
carrying a current of 18 kA. The magnet flux is returned via a 1.5 m thick saturated
iron yoke which is also instrumented with four stations of muon chambers.
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2.2.2 The Silicon Tracker

The silicon tracker design was driven by the necessity to track particles with a good
precision in a high multiplicity, highly-radioactive environment.

It consists of a detector entirely made of silicon [39]. It is the first example
in high-energy physics of a tracking system completely built using this technology.
It allows to measure few points for each track (from 10 to 14) with an excellent
resolution (about 10 µm).

The tracker system is composed of three regions, with lower granularity moving
outwards from the interaction point:

• Close to the interaction vertex, where the particle flux is the highest, a detector
made of pixels is used. The size of a pixel is about 100 µm ×150 µm.

• The intermediate region is made of layers of microstrips with a minimum cell
size of 10 cm×80 µm.

• In the outermost region the particle flux is low enough to adopt larger strips
with a maximum cell size of 25 cm×80 µm.

Pixels are arranged in a 3-layer barrel, with 2-layer endcaps on each side. Silicon
microstrips cover a very large volume up to the calorimetric system. There are
approximately 10 million strips arranged in 10 cylindrical layers, in the barrel region,
and in 9 disks in each of the two endcaps. In figure 2.5 a section of the barrel region
is shown, highlighting the different layers. Figure 2.6 shows instead a longitudinal
section of the tracking system.

Figure 2.5. Transverse section of the tracker barrel.

The material budget of the tracker as a function of the pseudorapidity is shown
in figure 2.7. The tracker adds up to less than half a radiation length in the center
of the barrel, increasing to a maximum of about 1.8 X0 around |η| =1.5.
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Figure 2.6. Schematic longitudinal section of one quarter of the CMS silicon detector.
The nominal interaction point is at the bottom-left corner. Distances are marked in
millimiters on the left and bottom axes, and pseudorapidity values are shown on the top
and right borders.
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Figure 2.7. Silicon tracker material budget as a function of pseudorapidity, expressed in
units of radiation lengths (X0). Different material categories are shown: beam pipe,
pixels, different parts of the strip system (TIB, TID, TOB and TEC) and support tubes.

2.2.3 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The CMS electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) has been designed in order to obtain
an excellent resolution in the measurement of electrons of photons [40]. In particular,
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the benchmark for its design was the H → γγ decay channel, fundamental for
the discovery of a low-mass Higgs boson. The chosen solution was an hermetic,
homogeneous electromagnetic calorimeter, made of 75848 lead tungstate scintillating
crystals of lead tungstate (PbWO4).

2.2.3.1 The crystals

PbWO4 characteristics are summarized in Table 2.2.
The choice of this crystal has been driven by several factors:

• its short radiation length allows the construction of a compact calorimeter.
Given the limited space for the calorimetric system imposed by the magnet,
this is of primary importance for CMS;

• its small Molière radius ensures lateral shower containment and, therefore,
high granularity. High granularity is needed for π0−γ separation and angular
resolution;

• its very fast light emission process makes it suitable for the LHC where bunch
crossings are interspaced by only 25-50 ns.

Parameter Value
X0 0.89 cm
RM 2.2 cm

Light yield 100 γ/MeV
% of light emitted in 25 ns 80%

Table 2.2. Main characteristic of PbWO4 crystals.

The PbWO4 characteristics allow to build compact crystals: 25 cm of length
correspond to 28 X0 and the Molière radius is only 2.2 cm. A crystal of these
dimensions ensures an excellent containment of the electromagnetic showers up to
about 1.5 TeV. The light yield of PbWO4 is low compared to other scintillating
materials and necessitates the use of specific photodetectors, suitable to operate in
the high-intensity magnetic field.

Avalanche photodiodes (APD) are used in the barrel. These photodetectors are
made of semiconducting silicon with a strong electric field. When an electron is
knocked out from an atom by scintillation light, it is accelerated in the electric field,
knocking out electrons from the other atoms. Therefore, APDs are able to produce
a very high signal in a short time and are suitable for the low light yield of lead
tungstate. They are operated at a gain of 50.

In the endcaps, where radiation is too high for silicon photodiodes, vacuum
photodiodes (VPT) are used. VPTs contain three electrodes within a vacuum tube:
one of them releases an electron when light strikes, one works as anode producing
several electrons that are all then accelerated to the third electrode (the dynode),
releasing a second batch of electrons. As in the barrel case, the signal is amplified
and digitized and sent along optic fibers to the upper level readout.
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2.2.3.2 Geometry

A scheme of ECAL geometry is shown in figure 2.8. Roughly 80% of crystals (61200)
are used in the central barrel (EB), covering the region |η|<1.479. The barrel is
made of 36 identical supermodules covering half of the barrel length. Crystals have
a trapezoidal shape and a longitudinal dimension of 25.8 X0. Crystals are organized
in a semi-projective geometry, forming a 3° angle with respect to the line that
connects them to the nominal interaction point. This avoids that photons fall in the
separation zone of two crystals. The barrel has a granularity of 360 crystals in the
φ-direction and 2x85 crystals in the η-direction.

Two endcaps (EE) are placed at a distance of 3 m from the nominal interaction
point, covering up to |η| = 3. They are made of crystals with a length of 24.7
X0. The endcaps are equipped with a preshower detector (ES), covering the region
1.7<|η|<2.6. It is a two-layer sampling calorimeter made of lead and silicon strips
detectors. The thickness of the two lead absorbers is respectively 2 X0 and 1 X0.
The preshower is used to obtain a better spatial resolution in the endcaps, needed
to separate π0 from γ.

Figure 2.8. Schematic view of ECAL. On the top a tridimensional view is shown, different
colors correspond to different parts: the barrel (yellow), the endcaps (green) and the
preshower (pink). On the bottom a longitudinal section of a quarter of ECAL is shown.
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2.2.3.3 Energy resolution

The energy resolution of a homogeneous calorimeter for electrons and photons of
energy E can be parametrized as a squared sum of three terms:(

σE
E

)2
=
(
S√
E

)2
+
(
N

E

)2
+ C2 (2.1)

where E is the energy expressed in GeV.
The stochastic term (S) depends on fluctuations of the number of detected

photons, the noise term (N) is the term due to the electronics noise and the
constant term (C) depends on lateral containment, non uniformity of response and
intercalibration.

The values of these parameters have been measured at a beam test [41] at a
single-crystal level and were found to be:

S = 2.8%GeV
1
2 N = 124MeV C = 0.3%

The energy resolution for photons with ET≈60GeV varies between 1.1% and 2.6%
over the solid angle of the ECAL barrel, and from 2.2% to 5% in the endcaps [42].
The ECAL energy resolution for electrons with ET≈45GeV from Z → ee decays is
better than 2% in the central region of the ECAL barrel (|η| < 0.8), and is between
2% and 5% elsewhere. For low-bremsstrahlung electrons, where 94% or more of their
energy is contained within a 3× 3 array of crystals, the energy resolution improves
to 1.5% for |η| < 0.8 [42].

2.2.4 The Hadronic Calorimeter

The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) [43] measures the energy of hadrons, such as pions
and kaons. It is a crucial element in jet reconstruction, together with ECAL, and it
is used to indirectly determine the energy of undetected particles, such as neutrinos.

The hadronic calorimeter is made of a central part (HCAL), covering the pseu-
dorapidity range up to |η| < 3, and a forward part (HF) for the high pseudorapidity
region (3<|η|<5).

HCAL is a sampling calorimeter, with brass (organized in layers of 3.7 mm) used
as absorber and plastic scintillators as active material. Special optic fibers are used
to collect the light and photodetectors to amplify the signal. In HF quartz fibers,
interspersed by layers of iron absorber, are used as active material. HCAL has a
total thickness of 7 interaction lengths (λ0). Since this depth is not sufficient to
ensure complete containment of hadronic showers, an additional layer of one λ0 has
been added outside the magnet, to increase energy resolution.

The energy resolution of HCAL for pions is parametrized as:

σ(E)
E

= 100%√
E(GeV)

⊕ 8%

while the resolution of the ECAL-HCAL combined system is:

σ(E)
E

= 84.7%√
E(GeV)

⊕ 8%
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2.2.5 The Muon System

Muons are the only charged particles which are able to pass the calorimetric system
without being absorbed. CMS has a system of muon chambers placed inside the
iron of the magnet return yoke [44], where the magnetic field is about 1.5 T. Muon
identification is done using these chambers, while pT measurement is done combining
chambers information with tracker measurements. A sketch of the muon system is
shown in figure 2.9. As other detectors, it is subdivided in a barrel (|η < 1.2|) and
two endcaps (1.2 < |η| < 2.4).

Different experimental techniques in different regions of the detector are used:

• Drift tubes (DT): This kind of detectors is used in the central part of the
muon system. Each chamber is made of twelve 4-cm-wide tubes containing a
stretched wire within a gas volume.

• Cathode strip chambers (CSC): In the endcap region, where particle multiplicity
is higher, arrays of anode wires, crossed with cathode strips, within a gas
volume are used for muon detection.

• Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC): Both barrel and endcaps are equipped with
this fast gaseous detectors. They consist of two parallel plates separated by a
gas volume. Their excellent time resolution (3 ns) makes them suitable to be
used also as fast high-efficiency triggers.

Figure 2.9. Transverse view of a quarter of the CMS muon system.

2.2.6 The Trigger System

When LHC is performing at its peak one billion of proton interactions per second
takes place inside CMS detector. Since the typical raw event size is 1 MB, not all
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these events can be recorded. Moreover, saving all events would not be useful since
most of them are soft collisions, not interesting for the CMS physics program.

A “trigger system” is therefore needed in order to rapidly select potentially
interesting events. The aim of the trigger system [45] is to lower the event rate from
109 Hz to the manageable level of 100 Hz. The Trigger system is structured in two
levels: a Level-1 Trigger (L1) and a high-level trigger (HLT). The L1 system is made
of a series of hardware processors able to do simple logical operations directly on
detector signals. This allows fast decisions (maximum decision time is 3.2 µs) and
the rate is reduced to 50-100 kHz.

Events passing L1 trigger are analyzed by HLT, which is a software system
implemented in a computer farm made of about one thousand of processor. It takes
decisions analyzing the reconstructed quantities for a given object. As an example,
triggers selecting diphoton events for the analysis presented in this thesis, require
the presence of two photons with a transverse momentum greater than a certain
threshold and good isolation in the tracker and in the calorimetric system. The HLT
system reduces the output rate to about 100 Hz.

2.2.7 CMS DAQ and Monte Carlo simulations

Once triggered, the events are written to disks and transferred to the CERN computer
centre, where they are reconstructed and distributed to the physicists for the analysis.

Scientists around the world are able to access the CMS data using the GRID, a
network of well coordinated computing centres. These preserve and distribute the
data, producing also simulated events for CMS.

In order to tune the analysis strategies and to understand subtle detector effects,
CMS makes use of Monte Carlo simulation of events. Particles distributions are
first generated according to theory predictions, then a full description of the CMS
detector response takes place. This simulation is based on the Geant4 software
which describes in detail interacting processes, like electromagnetic and hadronic
showering. Geant4 models the geometry of the different CMS subdetectors, the
field map of the solenoid and the electronic readout. Simulated events are written
to disk in a format similar to real data events, then are reconstructed and analyzed
with the same software chain.

The analyses presented here use simulated events to estimate the number of
expected signal events and to tune and optimize the different event selections.
Several generators are used depending on the process, and will be described in
detail in Sec. 4.2, 5.1.1 and 5.2.1. Since in all analyses two photons are required,
the main background processes, i.e. prompt diphoton production (γγ), events
with one real photon and one jet misidentified as photon (γ + jets) and events
with two jets (jet-jet) are used to optimize photon and electron identification and
reconstruction described in the next chapter. The agreement between data and
simulations after reconstruction is checked using Z production in the electron decay
channel (Z → e+e−).
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Chapter 3

Reconstruction and
Identification of Physics Objects

The analyses described in this thesis present a great variety of final states. The
presence of two photons, coming from the Higgs boson, is always required and
the presence of additional particles is also used to target the different topologies.
In this chapter the variables and the algorithms used for the reconstruction and
identification of physics objects will be described. Given the key role of photons,
their reconstruction and identification criteria will be thoroughly discussed.

The following sections describe how these objects are defined:

• photons,

• jets (including b-jets),

• electrons,

• muons.

3.1 Photons

3.1.1 Photon reconstruction

Photon reconstruction is a key element for analyses involving the diphoton decay of
the Higgs boson. Indeed, the aim of these analyses is to reconstruct the diphoton
invariant mass and identify the narrow Higgs boson mass peak over a continuum,
irreducible background spectrum. A good resolution in reconstructing the energy of
the photons and the position of the interaction vertex is therefore crucial in H → γγ.
Therefore the photon reconstruction and identification presented here is aimed at
having a good resolution in the wide pT range (from ∼ 25GeV up to hundreds of
GeV) typical of the H → γγ process.

An electromagnetic shower from a photon or an electron is spread over several
ECAL crystals. The presence of material in front of the ECAL (corresponding to
1–2 X0 depending on the η region) causes conversion of photons and bremsstrahlung
from electrons and positrons. The strong magnetic field of the experiment tends to
spread the radiated energy along φ within the tracker volume.
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Dynamic clustering algorithms [42] are used to sum together energy deposits in
crystals belonging to the same electromagnetic shower and to recover the radiated
energy. They proceed first with the formation of “basic clusters”, corresponding to
local maxima of energy deposits. These are then merged to form a “supercluster”
(SC), which is extended in φ, to recover the radiated energy. In the barrel region,
clustering is performed with the Hybrid algorithm which forms superclusters merging
five-crystal-wide strips in η around the locally most energetic crystal, with a variable
extension in Φ (up to 35 crystals wide). In the endcap region the Multi5x5 algorithm
is used. Matrices of 5x5 crystals, which may partially overlap and are centered on
the locally most energetic crystal, are merged if lie in a narrow Φ road.

The photon candidates are collected within the ECAL fiducial region |η| < 2.5,
excluding the barrel-endcap transition region 1.44 < |η| <1.57 where performances
are suboptimal.

3.1.2 Photon Energy

The photon energy is computed using signals recorded from ECAL crystals forming
the supercluster. In the region covered by the preshower detector, signals recorded
in it are also considered. Calorimeter signals are corrected and calibrated for several
instrumental effects.

Different components are needed to determine photon energy:

• Transparency loss correction

• Channel intercalibration

• Containment, showering and pileup corrections

• Energy scale and resolution corrections

The loss of crystal transparency during the data-taking, due to radiation, causes
a variation in response. This effect is corrected using measurements of the crystal
transparency performed via a laser monitoring system which checks the response of
each single crystal approximately every 40 minutes. Crystal transparency decreases
during proton collisions, while PbWO4 crystals spontaneously recover transparency
during interfill periods [46]. The response change observed is of the order of a few
percent in the barrel, while it reaches up to 25% in the most forward endcap regions,
as can be seen in the top plot of figure 3.1. The plot also reports instantaneous
luminosity delivered during the data-taking.

Intercalibration between different channels is achieved exploiting the Φ-symmetry
of the energy flow, the mass constraint on the energy of two photons in π0 and η
decays and the momentum constraint on the energy of electrons from vector bosons
decays.

A multivariate regression technique is used to derive corrections for the con-
tainment of the shower in the crystals and effects related to the material upstream
ECAL and pileup. The photon energy response distribution can be parametrized
by a Gaussian core and two power law tails; the regression is used to provide a
per-photon estimate of the parameters of this function, which can be translated in
the best estimate for the true energy and resolution.
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Figure 3.1. Crystal relative response in different η ranges for the full data-taking period.
LHC instanteous luminosity is also reported in the bottom plot.

The input variables to the regression are related to shower shape, like R9, which
is defined as the energy sum of a 3x3 crystal matrix centered on the most energetic
crystal in the supercluster divided by the energy of the supercluster. Other useful
shower shape variables used in the regression are the energy weighted width of
the supercluster in η (σiηiη) and the ratio between the hadronic energy behind the
supercluster and the electromagnetic energy (H/E). The number of vertexes and
the median energy density ρ are also used to take into account pileup effects. A full
description of transparency, intercalibration and additional corrections can be found
in [42].

After these corrections, Z → e+e− events are used to correct residuals observed
discrepancies between data and simulation. A multistep procedure is used to correct
the energy scale in data, and to determine a smearing term to be applied to showers
in simulated events to reproduce correctly the resolution observed. The energy scale
in data is equalized, using Z → e+e− events in which electrons are reconstructed as
photons. Since data-MC difference is η and time dependent, these corrections are
derived in bins of η using 8 epochs in the 7 TeV dataset and 51 epochs in the 8 TeV
one. After this, photon energy resolution in simulated events is made more realistic
adding a Gaussian smearing to match the Z → e+e− energy resolution measured in
data. This smearing term is derived in bins of η and R9, since converted (low R9)
and unconverted (high R9) photons need different corrections. A sufficient number
of Z → e+e− events is present for 8 TeV dataset to apply further residual scale and
resolution corrections for electrons in the barrel. This is done in 20 bins defined
by ranges in η, R9 and ET. This allows to consider also an energy dependence in
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correction factors.
Figure 3.2 shows the invariant mass distribution for Z → e+e− events in the

8 TeV data and simulated events in which electron showers are reconstructed as
photons. The full set of corrections to data and smearings to simulated energies
described here are applied. An excellent agreement between data and simulation
is observed after all these corrections. Small discrepancies in the low-tail of the
distribution for endcap electrons are related to non-Gaussian effects in energy loss.
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Figure 3.2. Invariant mass of dielectron pairs in Z → e+e− events in the 8 TeV dataset
(points) and simulations (full histogram) in which electrons are reconstructed as photons.
The comparison is shown dividing events with both shower in the barrel (left) and events
with at least one shower in the endcap.

3.1.3 Diphoton triggers and photon preselection

Since in all the analyses presented here at least two photons are required in the final
state, all events are required to pass diphoton triggers. Different requirements with
asymmetric transverse energy thresholds and two different photon selections are
used at HLT level. One selection requires a loose calorimetric identification, based
on the shape of electromagnetic shower, and loose isolation requirements. The other
requires a high value for the shape variable R9, without any further requirement on
the photon candidate. Since these two selections have a complementary nature, the
photon candidate is required to pass at least one of the two, in order to preserve
high efficiency on signal events. Two different trigger threshold configurations are
used depending on the data taking period: one requiring ET > 26 (18) GeV for the
leading (trailing) photon and another one requiring ET > 36 (22) GeV. The trigger
efficiency for events entering the analysis is 99.4%. The full list of trigger paths used
in the 2012 dataset is given in table 3.1

A loose preselection is then applied on photons entering the analysis. The aim
of this preselection is to remove jets misreconstructed as photons in events passing
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the HLT requirements. Tipically these photon candidates arise in events with high
energy neutral mesons that take a substantial fraction of the jet pT. The preselection
criteria are similar to, but slightly more stringent than, the trigger requirements.

These consist of:

• pγ1
T > 33GeV and pγ2

T > 25GeV, where pγ1
T and pγ2

T are the transverse momenta
of the leading (in pT) and subleading photon, respectively,

• a selection on the hadronic leakage of the shower, measured as the ratio of
energy in HCAL cells behind the supercluster to the energy in the supercluster
(H/E),

• a loose selection based on isolation and shower shape,

• an electron veto, which removes the photon candidate if its supercluster is
matched to an electron track with no missing hits in the innermost tracker
layers, thus excluding almost all Z → e+e− events.

The selection requirements are applied with different stringency in four categories,
in η and R9, defined to match the different selections used in the trigger. The
efficiency of the photon preselection is measured in data using a “tag-and-probe”
technique [47]. The efficiency of all preselection criteria, except the electron veto
requirement, is measured using Z → e+e− events. The efficiency for photons to
satisfy the electron veto requirement is measured using Z → µµγ events, where
the photon is produced by final-state radiation, which provide a more than 99%
pure source of prompt photons. The ratio of the photon efficiency measured in
data to that found in simulated Z → e+e− events, εdata/εMC, is consistent with
unity in all categories. For photons in simulated Higgs boson events the efficiency of
these preselection criteria ranges from 92% to 99% depending on η and R9 and it is
reported in table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Photon preselection efficencies for both the 7 and 8TeV datasets measured for
Z → e+e− events, where the electrons are reconstructed as photons, in four photon
categories. The statistical uncertainties in the efficencies found in simulated events are
negligible.

Preselection category εdata (%) εMC (%) εdata/εMC
7TeV dataset

Barrel; R9 >0.90 98.7 ± 0.3 99.1 0.996 ± 0.003
Barrel; R9 <0.90 96.2 ± 0.5 96.7 0.995 ± 0.006
Endcap; R9 >0.90 99.1 ± 0.9 98.2 1.008 ± 0.009
Endcap; R9 <0.90 96.1 ± 1.5 95.6 1.005 ± 0.018

8TeV dataset
Barrel; R9 >0.90 98.8 ± 0.3 98.6 0.999 ± 0.003
Barrel; R9 <0.90 95.7 ± 0.6 96.1 0.995 ± 0.006
Endcap; R9 >0.90 98.4 ± 0.9 97.9 1.005 ± 0.009
Endcap; R9 <0.90 95.5 ± 1.7 94.5 1.011 ± 0.018
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3.1.4 Cut-based photon identification

In this thesis two different sets of photon identification criteria are used: a cut-based
photon identification and a multivariate one. The first is a selection that uses simple
cuts on shower shape and isolation to separate true photons from fake ones; the
second is a multivariate selection trained on H → γγ SM signal. For BSM searches,
presented in chapter 5, the cut-based one is used, since it is more model-independent,
while for SM Higgs searches the MVA one is preferred to measure Higgs properties
with the best possible sensitivity.

The cut-based photon identification criteria (CiC4PF) are described in [48].
Photon identification is performed dividing photons into four mutually exclusive
categories depending on whether the photon is in the barrel or endcap, and on
whether the shower is narrow (R9 > 0.94).

The four event classes are:

• Both photons are in the barrel and have R9 > 0.94,

• Both photons are in the barrel and and at least one of them fails the requirement
R9 > 0.94,

• At least one photon is in the endcap and both photons have R9 > 0.94,

• At least one photon is in the endcap and at least one of them fails the
requirement R9 > 0.94.

The discriminating variables used are a subset of the ones that will be used in
the multivariate identification and cut values are optimized separately for the four
categories. In table 3.3 a summary of the variables and the cut values for each
category are shown.

For photon isolation, energy contributions computed with the particle-flow
(PF) algorithm [49,50] are used. The particle-flow event reconstruction consists in
reconstructing and identifying each single particle with an optimized combination of
all subdetector information. The energy of photons is directly obtained from the
ECAL measurement, corrected for zero-suppression effects. The energy of electrons
is determined from a combination of three contributions: the electron momentum
at the primary interaction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the
corresponding ECAL cluster, and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons
spatially compatible with originating from the electron track. The energy of muons
is obtained from the curvature of the corresponding track. The energy of charged
hadrons is determined from a combination of their momentum measured in the
tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for zero-
suppression effects and for the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic
showers. Finally, the energy of neutral hadrons is obtained from the corresponding
corrected ECAL and HCAL energy.

PF isolation sum is defined as:∑
PFChIso+max(0., PFPhotIso+ PFNeuIso−Aeff × ρ)

where PFChIso, PFPhotIso and PFNeuIso are respectively the energy contribu-
tion, computed with the PF algorithm, of charged hadrons, photons and neutral
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hadrons in a cone of ∆R = 0.3 around the photon direction. As can be seen from
Table 3.3 the PF isolation sum is computed for two different vertex hypotheses: the
“chosen vertex” which is the photon vertex chosen by the PF algorithm and the
“worst vertex”, which is the one with the highest value of Charged PF Isolation sum
(PFChIso). The variable ρ represents the medium energy density of the event and
Aeff measures the effective area covered by the cone, subtracting from the isolation
cone the inner region.

Photon identification efficiency on ggH events as a function of η and pT are
shown for Higgs events in figure 3.3. Efficiency as a function of η is lower in the
endcaps given the bigger dimension of the crystals in the (η-φ) space. Efficiency is
higher at high pT as imposed by isolation cuts which scale as a function of pT.

Photons with high R9 are in general unconverted and have a better energy
resolution and a lower contamination from misidentified jets. Similarly, photons in
the barrel have better resolution, therefore the first category is the one with higher
energy resolution. Performances and consistency between data and simulation for
CiC4PF selection are checked using Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ−γ events. Even if this
selection is less sensitive with respect to MVA identification, good performances in
Higgs searches for signal and background separation and good agreement between
data and simulation are observed.
Table 3.3. Photon ID selection cut values. The cuts are applied to both the leading and

subleading photons.

barrel endcap
R9 > 0.94 R9 < 0.94 R9 > 0.94 R9 < 0.9 4

PF isolation sum, chosen vertex 6 GeV 4.7 GeV 5.6 GeV 3.6 GeV
PF isolation sum worst vertex 10 GeV 6.5 GeV 5.6 GeV 4.4 GeV
Charged PF isolation sum 3.8 GeV 2.5 GeV 3.1 GeV 2.2 GeV
σiηiη 0.0108 0.0102 0.028 0.028
H/E 0.124 0.092 0.142 0.063
R9 0.94 0.298 0.94 0.24

3.1.5 Photon Identification MVA

A Boosted Decision Tree (BDT), a multivariate analysis method implemented in
the TMVA software [51], is trained to separate prompt photons from non-prompt
ones. Non-prompt photons are primarily decay products of neutral mesons (π0, η)
from jet fragmentation. This BDT is trained using Monte Carlo simulated events
with diphoton, γ + jets and QCD events as background and the Higgs boson process
as signal.

The input variables to this BDT can be divided in different categories:
• Lateral shower shape variables: variables related to shower topology, like R9, or

the shower spread in the preshower detector (where it is present). Agreement
between data and simulation is checked with Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ−γ
events.
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✏ �STAT �SIST ✏ ✏

R9  0.94 0.9064 ± 0.0003 1.002 ± 0.003

R9 > 0.94 0.7109 ± 0.0003 0.992 ± 0.011

R9  0.94 0.7464 ± 0.0008 1.021 ± 0.008

R9 > 0.94 0.4435 ± 0.0006 1.027 ± 0.026

tt̄H(! ��) mH = 120 GeV

✏ �STAT �SIST ✏ ✏

R9  0.94 0.9916 ± 0.0001 0.998 ± 0.003

R9 > 0.94 0.9369 ± 0.0003 0.996 ± 0.006

R9  0.94 0.9771 ± 0.0002 1.006 ± 0.009

R9 > 0.94 0.9208 ± 0.0003 0.999 ± 0.018
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Figure 3.3. Efficiency of cut-based photon identification as a function of pT and η on ggH
events. Different colors correspond to different categories of the selection.

• Isolation variables: all variables are based on the particle-flow algorithm and
use sums of pT of photons and charged hadrons, within regions of ∆R < 0.3
around the candidate photon, where ∆R =

√
(∆Φ)2 + (∆η)2.

• The median energy density per unit area in the event, ρ: this variable is used
to take into account pileup dependence of the photon isolation variables.

• The pseudorapidity and the energy of the supercluster corresponding to the
candidate photon.

In figure 3.4 the photon identification BDT score of the lower scoring photon
in diphoton pairs is shown. In this plot events from the 8 TeV dataset in the
range 100<mγγ <180 GeV, passing preselection, are considered. A good agreement
between data and simulated events used for the BDT training can be observed. For
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Figure 3.4. Photon identification BDT score of the lower-scoring photon of diphoton pairs
in the range 100<mγγ <180 GeV for the 8 TeV dataset. Different contributions are
shown: data (points), simulated background events (histogram with shaded error bands
for statistical uncertainty) and simulated Higgs boson signal events (tall histogram on
the right corresponding to the right-hand vertical axis).

photon ID, the agreement between data and simulation is checked using electrons
from Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ−γ decays and diphoton events with mγγ > 160 GeV.

3.2 Jets
Given the QCD process called color confinement, single colored particles, like quarks
and gluons, loose their color charge forming colorless configuration. This process
leads to hadronization of partons into collimated jets of hadrons, collinear to the
original direction of the particle. The aim of jet reconstruction is to reconstruct
coherently the group of particles combining all the experimental information coming
from the tracker and the calorimetric system.

Jets are reconstructed by clustering charged and neutral particles with the anti-kT
algorithm [52], using a distance parameter of 0.5. All the particles are reconstructed
using the particle-flow algorithm, which globally combines measurements from single
sub-detectors to construct jets [50]. Jets are required to have at least two PF
constituents and more than 1% of their energy in both the electromagnetic and
hadronic components to reject jets arising from instrumental effects. Leptons are
included in the clustering, but a ∆R > 0.5 from the jet is required when selecting
leptons coming from W or Higgs boson decays in leptonic exclusive categories. Finally
jets with a ∆R < 0.5 within either photon are rejected to avoid the possibility of
photons included in jet reconstruction.
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Jet momentum is determined as the vectorial sum of all particle momenta
in the jet, and the scale is found in the simulation to be within 5% to 10% of
the true momentum over the whole transverse momentum spectrum and detector
acceptance. The jet energy measurement is calibrated, to correct for instrumental
effects, using samples of dijet, γ + jets and Z+jets events [53]. Energy coming from
pileup interactions is subtracted using an η-dependent transverse momentum density,
evaluated event-by-event. The jet energy resolution typically amounts to 15% (8%)
at 10 (100) GeV, to be compared to about 40% (12%) obtained when the calorimeters
alone, instead of the particle flow algorithm, are used for jet clustering.

Jets, in the 8 TeV dataset, are also required to pass a cut based pile-up identifica-
tion which removes contributions from particles originating from multiple interactions.
This identification is based on the compatibility of the tracks with the primary vertex
and jet shape and has been tested on Z+jets events [54].

Jets originating from bottom quarks (b-jets) can be identified since b-quarks
hadronize in particles with a lifetime sufficient to travel some distance in the tracker
before decaying. This means that tracks of particles forming the b-jet do not originate
from the interaction vertex but from a displaced secondary vertex. The decay vertex
is identified using the combined secondary vertex algorithm (CSV) [55]. This
sophisticated tagging technique exploits all known variables, which can distinguish
b from non-b jets, combining information about impact parameter significance, the
secondary vertex and jet kinematics.

Throughout this thesis two different working points of this tagger are used:

• the loose working point provides an efficiency for identifying b jets of about
80% and a misidentification probability for jets from light quarks and gluons
of about 10%;

• the medium working point provides an efficiency for identifying b jets of about
70% and a misidentification probability for jets from light quarks and gluons
of about 1%;

3.3 Leptons

The presence of well isolated leptons and muons, coming from decays of vector
or Higgs bosons, are required in different steps of this analysis to create low-
background categories. Indeed, the presence of leptons usually allows to suppress
QCD backgrounds by order of magnitudes.

Throughout this thesis the word lepton indicates only electrons and muons,
since τ leptons are unstable and are revealed experimentally throughout their decay
products.

3.3.1 Muons

Muons are measured in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.4, with detection planes
made using three technologies: drift tubes, cathode strip chambers, and resistive
plate chambers. Matching muons to tracks measured in the silicon tracker results in
a relative transverse momentum resolution for muons with 20 < pT < 100GeV of
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1.3–2.0% in the barrel and better than 6% in the endcaps. The pT resolution in the
barrel is better than 10% for muons with pT up to 1TeV [56].

Muon identification requirements are summarized in table 3.4. A tight selection
on the track, based on its quality and on the compatibility with the primary vertex,
is applied. Consistency between tracks observed in the tracker and those in the muon
chambers is required, in order to reduce the contamination of muons originating
from hadrons decay.

Table 3.4. Muon ID requirements

χ2/NDF of the global-muon track fit < 10
At least one muon chamber hit included in the global-muon track fit

Muon segments in at least two muon stations
dxy < 2 mm (w.r.t. primary vertex)
dz < 5 mm (w.r.t. primary vertex)

Number of pixel hits > 0
Cut on number of tracker layers with hits > 5

3.3.2 Electrons

Electrons are identified as clusters of energy in ECAL, associated to a track in the
silicon tracker. Electron candidates are required to have an ECAL supercluster
within the same fiducial region as for photons.

The electron selection criteria are summarized in table 3.5.
The electron track has to fulfill requirements on the transverse and longitudinal

impact parameter with respect to the electron vertex and cannot have more than one
missing hit in the innermost layers of the tracker for conversion rejection. Electron
isolation is computed with the same particle-flow based algorithm used for photons.

After this preselection, multivariate techniques are used for electron identification.
Input variables are related to topological properties of the track, shower shape and
isolation in the calorimetric system and in tracker. The highest MVA score electron
is considered as the electron tag candidate. In order to choose the cut on the MVA
output variable, an optimization which uses the S/

√
B as figure of merit has been

performed, choosing a cut at 0.9.

d0 w.r.t. electron vertex < 0.02 cm
dz w.r.t. electron vertex < 0.2 cm
Combined relative PF isolation 0.15
Vertex fit probability (conv. rej) 10−6

Missing hits (conv. rej.) 0 or 1
MVA Cut 0.9
Table 3.5. Electron identification requirements.
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Chapter 4

The H→ γγ SM Analysis and
Coupling Measurements

4.1 Introduction
The diphoton decay channel provides a clean final-state topology: two energetic and
isolated photons reconstructed in the electromagnetic calorimeter. For this reason,
it plays a major role for a low-mass Higgs boson, despite its low branching ratio.
The CMS electromagnetic calorimeter has been specifically designed for achieving
the best sensitivity possible in this channel.

The H → γγ process offers the possibility to fully reconstruct the decay products
of the Higgs boson with high resolution. The number of signal and background
events is estimated performing a fit to the diphoton invariant mass mγγ , defined as

mγγ =
√

2E1E2(1− cos θ)

where E1 and E2 are the energy of the photons and θ is the angle between the two.
As can be seen from this formula a good resolution on energy reconstruction and
vertex determination, to determine θ, is needed. A dedicated photon identification
and reconstruction has been presented in paragraph 3.1. The diphoton vertex
determination will be described in details in paragraph 4.2.1.

Events in this analysis are classified in different exclusive categories targeting
different production modes. This classification depends on the presence of additional
objects in the final state and on the expected mass resolution. Since this separation
allows a good sensitivity in coupling measurements, particular attention is given in
this chapter to the description of exclusive categories. Given the importance of tt̄H
production mode in theoretical models, a combination of the diphoton channel with
another analysis targeting the same production mode in other decay channels, is
described separately at the end of the chapter.

4.2 Data Samples and simulated events
This analysis is performed on the full dataset collected by the CMS experiment,
in proton-proton collisions, during 2011 and 2012. It corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 5.1 fb−1 at a center of mass energy of 7 TeV and 19.7 fb−1 at 8 TeV.
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The production and decay of the Higgs in two photons and all background
processes are obtained using simulations. The simulation of the detector response
utilizes a detailed description of CMS produced with the GEANT4 software [57].
Simulated events include multiple interactions taking place in each bunch crossing
(pileup). The default distribution was initially different from the one observed in
data. The profile of the number of pileup events in simulations is therefore corrected,
to match the actual distribution in data.

Signal is simulated separately for the four different production modes. The
two processes with the highest cross section, ggH and VBF, are obtained using the
next-to-leading order (NLO) matrix-element generator powheg [58–62] interfaced
with pythia [63]. Events at 7 TeV are weighted to reproduce the transverse
momentum spectrum of the Higgs boson from ggH computed at higher order by the
HqT program [64–66]. HqT performs the resummation of the large logarithmic
contributions appearing at transverse momenta qT much smaller than the mass of
the Higgs boson. At 8 TeV, powheg has been tuned to directly reproduce the HqT
spectrum. VH and tt̄H processes are instead generated with pythia at leading-order
while higher order diagrams are taken into account by the parton showering. The
SM Higgs boson cross sections and branching ratios used can be found in [67].

Simulated samples of Z → e+e−, Z → µ+µ− and Z → µ+µ−γ events used
for data/MC comparison and photon energy calibration are generated with Mad-
Graph [68], sherpa [69] and powheg . Simulated background samples are used
for multivariate discriminants and classification optimization. At

√
s = 7TeV the

diphoton processes are obtained using a combination of MadGraph interfaced
to pythia, for all processes apart from the gluon-fusion box diagram, for which
pythia alone is used. At

√
s = 8TeV the diphoton processes are simulated using

sherpa. The remaining backgrounds, i.e. γ+jets events where one photon candidate
arises from a misidentified jet, are simulated using pythia and cross sections of the
processes are scaled using k-factors derived from CMS measurements [70,71].

4.2.1 Diphoton vertex assignment

The mean number of vertexes per bunch crossing is 9 in the 7 TeV dataset and 21
in the 8 TeV one. The luminous region, in the longitudinal direction z, has a spread
of about 5 cm. The resolution on the photons opening angle makes a negligible
contribution to mass resolution, compared to energy resolution, only if the vertex is
known within about 10 mm.

Since diphoton events used in this analysis usually have a low number of charged
tracks, the vertex is determined exploiting kinematic properties of the diphoton
system. Additional tracks coming from photon conversions or objects in the final
state are also considered in vertex determination.

Three variables are used in vertex determination:

• ∑
~pT

2

• −∑(~pT ·
~pγγT
|~pγγT |

)

• (|∑ ~pT| − |~pγγT |)/(|
∑
~pT|+ |~pγγT |)
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where ~pT is the transverse momentum of the charged tracks and ~pγγT the transverse
momentum of the diphoton system. An additional variable gconv is used for converted
photons, since additional electron tracks coming from conversions can be used for
vertex determination. From these tracks an estimate of vertex position ze can
be obtained with a given uncertainty σe. The variable gconv is defined as the
pull between ze and zvtx, the longitudinal position of the reconstructed vertex:
gconv = |ze − zvtx|/σe.

These variables are used as inputs to a multivariate discriminator using BDT
techniques, referred as “vertex assignment BDT”. The vertex finding efficiency, i.e.
the efficiency that the chosen vertex is within 10 mm of the true location, is estimated
on Z → µ+µ− events, removing the muon tracks to mimic diphoton events, and
comparing the chosen vertex with the true one from the muon pair. The use of
converted photons in vertex reconstruction is instead validated on γ + jets events.
The vertex finding efficiency, for a 125 GeV Higgs boson, is computed to be 85.4
(79.6)% in the 7 (8) TeV dataset.

A second vertex discriminant (BDTvtx) is used to estimate, event-by-event, the
probability of correct vertex assignment within 10 mm of the diphoton interaction.
It is used, together with the event-by-event estimate of the energy resolution, to
estimate the diphoton mass resolution for each event.

The inputs of this vertex probability BDT are:

• the values of the vertex assignment BDT for the three vertexes in the event
with highest score,

• the total number of reconstructed vertexes in the event,

• the transverse momentum of the diphoton system pγγT ,

• the distance between the chosen vertex and the second- and third-best vertexes,

• the number of converted photons.

Performances of this BDT are determined using Z → µ+µ− events, assuming the
vertex of the dimuon pair as the true vertex. Validation for events with converted
photons is done on γ + jets events. In Figure 4.1 the fraction of diphoton vertexes
correctly assigned by the vertex BDT and the probability of correctly locating the
vertex on simulated signal events are shown as a function of pγγT .

4.2.2 Event Classification overview

The photon reconstruction and identification used in this analysis are those described
in paragraph 3.1. The additional preselection described in section 3.1.5 is applied
to further suppress diphoton and γ + jets events with one jet misreconstructed
as photon. For photons in simulated Higgs boson events the efficiency of these
preselection criteria ranges from 92% to 99% depending on η and R9.

The analysis uses events with two photon candidates, requiring for both of them
a score for MVA photon identification greater than -0.2. This requirement is almost
fully efficient on signal events passing all the other selection requirements while
removes around 25% of the background. Events with mγγ outside the window
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boson events as a function of pγγT . The probability of correctly locating the vertex is
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uncertainty in the estimates.

100-180 GeV are discarded and a pT greater than mγγ/3 (mγγ/4) is required for
the leading (trailing) photon. The use of pT thresholds scaled by mγγ is needed to
avoid the distortion of the shape at the low edge of the mγγ spectrum. In few cases
where two diphoton pairs are present the one with the highest pγ1

T + pγ2
T is chosen.

To achieve the best sensitivity, events are divided into classes based on their
mass resolution and relative probability to be due to signal rather than background.
In total 14 event classes are used for the 8 TeV analysis and 11 for the 7 TeV one.
These classes are exclusive, which means that events are tested against class selection
requirements in a fixed order. Classes tagging a specific associate production mode
(VBF,VH and tt̄H) are checked first, looking for additional objects in the final state.
Untagged classes collect the remaining events (∼ 99% of the total). Once selected,
events are no longer candidate for inclusion in other classes. Selection criteria used
in each category are described in details in section 4.3. The ordering is that shown
in Table 4.1, with a summary of the main requirements.

If an event does not satisfy the requirements of any of the exclusive categories it
falls in the untagged ones. Untagged events are categorized according to a diphoton
multivariate discriminator (BDTγγ), described in the next paragraph. Also events in
VBF categories are split according to a multivariate discriminant (BDTV BF ). It is a
combined BDT exploiting both diphoton and dijet kinematics (cfr. paragraph 4.3.1
for details).

Events in VH and tt̄H classes are classified according to the objects present in the
final state and different cuts on the diphoton multivariate discriminant. In addition
to the cuts described later in detail for each tag the following cuts are applied on
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Table 4.1. Event classes for the 7 and 8TeV datasets and some of the selection requirements.
Events are tested against the selection requirements of the classes in the order they are
listed here.

Label No. of classes Main requirements7TeV 8TeV

ttH lepton tag ? 1 pγ1
T > mγγ/2

1 b-tagged jet + 1 electron or muon

VH tight ` tag 1 1
pγ1

T > 3mγγ/8
[e or µ, pT > 20GeV, and Emiss

T > 45GeV] or
[2e or 2µ, p`T > 10GeV; 70 < m`` < 110GeV]

VH loose ` tag 1 1 pγ1
T > 3mγγ/8

e or µ, pT > 20GeV

VBF dijet tag 0-2 2 3 pγ1
T > mγγ/2

2 jets; classified using combined diphoton-dijet BDT

VH Emiss
T tag 1 1 pγ1

T > 3mγγ/8
Emiss

T > 70GeV

tt̄H multijet tag ? 1 pγ1
T > mγγ/2

1 b-tagged jet + 4 more jets

VH dijet tag 1 1 pγ1
T > mγγ/2

jet pair, pj
T > 40GeV and 60 < mjj < 120GeV

Untagged 0-4 4 5 The remaining events,
classified using diphoton BDT

? For the 7TeV dataset, events in the tt̄H lepton tag and multijet tag classes are selected
first, and combined to form a single event class.

BDTγγ : 0.17 for the two VH lepton classes and tt̄H lepton class, 0.62 for the VH
Emiss

T tagged class, 0.76 for the VH dijet-tagged class, 0.48 for tt̄H multijet class,
where the numerical scale is the classifier shown in figure 4.2. These boundaries have
been obtained by minimizing the expected uncertainty in the measurement of signal
strength of the process, using data in control regions to estimate the background,
and MC signal samples to estimate the signal efficiency.

4.2.3 Multivariate event classifier

A multivariate event classifier, called diphoton BDT (BDTγγ), is built to fulfill the
following criteria:

1. It should assign a high score to events that have

(a) good diphoton mass resolution
(b) high probability of being signal rather than background

2. It should be mass independent

This classifier is constructed using a Boosted Decision Tree implemented in TMVA. It
incorporates as input variables those related to diphoton kinematics, mass resolution
and photon identification.
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The complete list of variables used is:

• the transverse momentum, divided by mγγ , and pseudorapidity of photons,

• the cosine of the angle between the two photons in the transverse plane
(cos (Φγ1 − Φγ2)),

• the expected relative diphoton mass resolutions under the two hypotheses of
selecting the correct or the wrong interaction vertex,

• the probability of selecting the correct vertex,

• the photon identification BDT classifier for both photons.

The choice of these variables has been made following the principle that the Higgs
signal over background ratio, S/B, depends both on kinematic properties of the
diphoton system and on photon identification. Indeed, if both photons are in the
barrel, have high pγγT and high values of identification BDT, the S/B ratio is expected
to be higher. The diphoton BDT is trained using as signal simulated Higgs boson
events, having a mass mH = 123 GeV which is a value near the centre of the mass
range of this analysis, and other MC simulations of other processes as background.

The diphoton BDT output distribution for the 8 TeV dataset is shown in figure
4.2. The classifier output has been transformed such that the sum of signal events
from all processes has a flat distribution. This allows an easier estimation of
BDT performances directly from the plot. The vertical dashed lines indicates the
boundaries of untagged event classes. These boundaries have been set minimizing
the expected uncertainty in the overall signal strength measurement.

As can be seen, the signal-to-background ratio increases considerably with the
classifier score. Given the harder pT of the diphoton system compared to inclusive
production, events produced through VBF, W/ZH and tt̄H peak at higher values of
the classifier output.

The diphoton BDT has also been checked on Z → e+e− events where electrons
are reconstructed as photons. In figure 4.3 the data/MC comparison for the BDT
output is shown. The good data/MC agreement for Z → e+e− represents an
important cross check which ensures that the modeling of the BDT input variables
and their correlations in the simulations are accurate. The band in the plot indicates
the systematic uncertainty coming from propagation of photon BDT score and
uncertainty on per photon estimator of energy uncertainty.

4.3 Exclusive Categories Tagging for Associate Produc-
tion Modes

The presence of additional objects in the final state allows to construct categories
enriched in a single production mechanism. This categorization is crucial to achieve
the best possible sensitivity in couplings measurement. For each production mode
the different signatures are exploited to create an optimized selection.

Higgs bosons produced via VBF are accompanied with a pair of energetic jets
in the forward region. According to the different decays of the W/Z boson, Higgs
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different production processes are reported as solid filled histograms (the scale is set
by right axis). The vertical dashed lines represent the boundaries of untagged events
categories. Events in the shaded region at low diphoton BDT output are discarded and
not used in the final analysis.
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bosons produced with VH mechanism can be tagged requiring in the final state
one or more charged leptons, large Emiss

T , or jets. Finally events resulting from
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tt̄H production have a characteristic signature with b quarks in the final state and
additional jets and leptons from W decays.

The pT spectrum of the photons coming from the Higgs boson produced by VBF,
VH and tt̄H is significantly harder than for those produced by ggH or background
photons. This is due to the fact that the scale of the process is set by the mass of
the heavy particles present in the final state. Tighter pT requirements are therefore
used to reject background processes and to achieve purity in one single production
mode.

In this paragraph the optimized selections for each production mode are reviewed.
Particular attention will be given to the categories tagging VH production with
hadronic decays of the vector boson and tt̄H. With the creation of these new
categories, not present in the H → γγ analysis at the time of the discovery, all
possible production modes have been exploited for achieving the best sensitivity
possible in couplings measurements.

4.3.1 VBF Tag

VBF-like events are characterized by the presence of two jets, originating from the
two scattered quarks. Jets are first reconstructed as described in section 3.2, then a
dijet preselection is applied on events passing the diphoton selection described in
the previous paragraph.

The requirements of dijet preselection are:

• the leading and subleading jet in the event have to be in the region |η| < 4.7
and respectively a pT greater than 30 and 20 GeV is required,

• an invariant mass of the dijet system, mjj, greater than 250 GeV,

• an additional tighter cut on the leading photon: pγ1
T > mγγ/2.

After this preselection a dijet BDT (BDTdijet) is trained to separate VBF
signal from diphoton background (and ggH signal) using events satisfying this dijet
preselection. The input variables to this BDT are related to diphoton and dijet
kinematics to exploit the peculiar topology of VBF events. The input variables
used are: the scaled transverse momenta of the photons, pγ1

T /mγγ and pγ2
T /mγγ ,

the transverse momenta of the leading and subleading jets, pj1
T and pj2

T , the dijet
invariant mass, mjj, the difference between the pseudorapidity of the two jets, |∆ηjj |,
the difference between the average pseudorapidity of the two jets and the one of
the diphoton system,|ηγγ − (ηj1 + ηj2)/2| [72], and the absolute difference in the
azimuthal angle between the diphoton system and the dijet system, ∆φγγjj.

The score of the BDTdijet is used as input to a combined BDT (BDTV BF ),
together with the score of the diphoton BDT, BDTγγ , and the scaled transverse
momentum of the diphoton system. This output is used to define the dijet-tagged
classes. To define boundaries between categories, the expected uncertainty in the
signal strength associated with VBF production mechanism is minimized. Given
the limited MC statistics, for the 7 TeV dataset the number of categories is limited
to two and the lower boundary of the lowest dijet-tagged class is fixed so that the
same efficiency is obtained for VBF events as the 8 TeV dataset. As a result of this
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optimization procedure, two VBF-tagged classes are defined for the 7 TeV dataset,
while three classes are used for the 8 TeV dataset.

In figure 4.4 the combined BDT for the 8 TeV dataset is shown. Simulated events,
data and the VBF-tagged classes boundaries are shown. Events with score below
the lower boundary fail the dijet selection, but can be selected by other classes.
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Figure 4.4. Score of the combined BDT (BDTV BF ) for events satisfying the dijet preselec-
tion in 8 TeV events. Points with errors represent the data, simulated signal events are
separated in four histograms according to the production mode. The outlined histogram
is for simulated background events, with the statistical uncertainty reported as a shaded
error band. The vertical dashed lines represent the boundaries of the dijet classes, with
the leftmost one representing the score below which events are not included in the
VBF-tagged classes, but remain candidates for inclusion in other classes. The classifier
is transformed such that signal events produced by VBF mechanism have a uniform flat
distribution.

4.3.2 Tags for VH selection

Associate production of the Higgs boson with a W or Z boson is investigated using
optimized categories according to possible decays of the vector boson.

Three kinds of categories are therefore present:

• VH ` tag targeting leptonic decays,

• VH Emiss
T tag for invisible decays and leptonic decays with unreconstructed

leptons,

• VH dijet tag for hadronic decays.

Selection requirements for all these classes have been obtained by minimizing the
expected uncertainty in the measurement of signal strength of the process targeted,
using data in control regions to estimate the background and MC signal samples to
estimate signal efficiency.
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4.3.2.1 VH Leptonic Tag

The categories of VH ` tag require the presence of at least a high-pT electron or
muon in the final state, coming from leptonic decays of the vector bosons in VH
mechanism.

The tightly selected lepton class (“VH tight `”) is characterized by the full
signature of W → `ν or Z → `+`− decays, requiring the presence of Emiss

T or another
lepton of the same flavor of the first with an opposite sign. In case of one lepton
and Emiss

T the pT of the lepton is required to be greater than 20 GeV, while in the
dilepton case the pT requirement is lowered to 10 GeV. In the second case a cut is
applied on the invariant mass of the lepton pairs, requiring it to be between 70 and
110 GeV.

The loose selected lepton class (“VH loose `”), targeting the same kind of decays,
has looser requirements. Indeed, it requires the presence of a single electron or muon
only. Additional requirements are used to reduce the background coming from Z
prompt production with initial- or final-state radiation. Muons and electrons are
required to be separated from the closest photon by ∆R > 1.0 and the invariant
mass of electron and photon pairs is required to be at least 10 GeV away from the
Z boson mass. A tighter conversion veto is also applied to electrons to reject those
originating from photon conversions.

For both categories the cut on the leading photon has been tightened with respect
to preselection requiring pγ1

T > 3mγγ/8.

4.3.2.2 VH Emiss
T Tag

The VH Emiss
T tag targets W leptonic decays where the lepton from W is not

reconstructed, due to experimental or acceptance effects, and invisible decays of the
Z boson (Z → νν). In both cases, large Emiss

T is expected in the final state.
Since the direction of the Higgs candidate and ~Emiss

T , in absence of additional
radiated jets, are balanced in the transverse plane, an additional cut is applied on the
azimuthal angular separation between the diphoton system and Emiss

T : |∆ΦγγEmiss
T
| >

2.1. Discrepancies between data and simulated events in direction and magnitude
of Emiss

T vector have been carefully studied and a set of corrections, to simulations
or data, are applied to achieve good agreement. In addition to this, a cut on the
direction of the diphoton system and the leading jet in the event is applied, requiring
|∆Φγγj1| < 2.7 to get rid of tails in Emiss

T distribution where the agreement of data
and simulation is not sufficient. The corrected Emiss

T is required to satisfy Emiss
T >70

GeV.

4.3.2.3 VH Hadronic Tag

The selection used in this category aims at a full reconstruction of VH events with
hadronic decays of the vector boson. This category attempts to reconstruct the
full final state of the decay, therefore explicitly requires the presence of two jets in
addition to the two photons.

Background in this channel is mainly constituted by diphoton events produced
in association with two hard jets arising from pile up, radiation, or underlying event
activity.
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Figure 4.5. Dijet mass (left) and cos(θ∗) (right) distributions. The expected shape of
signal events (dark brown line) is compared to the shape of gluon-gluon fusion Higgs
boson production (light brown line) and the major backgrounds: diphoton continuous
production (blue) and photon+jet (green). All distributions are normalized to unity.

At least a pair of jets with pT > 40 GeV is required within the region |η| < 2.4.
Since these two jets in the signal come from vector boson decay, their invariant mass
is resonant in the boson mass. This is not true for backgrounds where selected jets are
almost uncorrelated. In the left plot of Figure 4.5 the distribution of dijet invariant
mass in simulated events is shown for the VH and ggH production modes and for
the main backgrounds of the analysis (continuum diphoton prompt production and
γ + jets). It can be seen that requiring the dijet invariant mass to be within the
range 60 < mjj < 120 GeV is almost fully efficient on signal while it suppresses
background and ggH contributions.

Strong handles to fight the background to this channel come from the total
reconstruction of the V ∗ → V H decay chain. The angle θ∗ that the diphoton system
makes, in the diphoton-dijet centre-of-mass frame, with respect to the direction of
motion of the diphoton-dijet system in the lab frame, is computed for this purpose.
The distribution of cos θ∗ is expected to be flat for VH events, since a two-body
decay is isotropic. In the case of background events and ggH production, where the
dijet and the diphoton system do not have the same correlations, the distribution
of cos θ∗ is expected to peak at | cos θ∗| = 1, since emission of jets in the boost
direction is favoured for radiation. As can be seen from the right plot of figure 4.5,
this variable proves to be strongly discriminating between signal and background,
and is expected to be faintly correlated with other kinematic variables of the event.
Consequently | cos θ∗| < 0.5 is required.

As in other VH tags harder cuts on photons are used: pT >mγγ/2 and pγγT >
13mγγ/12 is required.

4.3.3 Tags for ttH selection

The production of the Higgs boson in association with a pair of top quarks represents
a unique opportunity to probe directly the top-Higgs coupling. Given the low cross
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section, only a handful of events is expected from this production mode.
The final state is characterized by the presence of at least two b-quarks and

additional jets or leptons coming from W decays. Thanks to this very characteristic
topology, a selection based on jets and b-jets multiplicity allows to separate tt̄H
from background and other Higgs production mechanisms. To maximize signal
efficiency, selections collecting both leptonic (one or more leptons in the final state)
and hadronic (no leptons in the final state) decays of the top quarks are devised,
defining a lepton-tagged and a multijet-tagged tt̄H class.

The main backgrounds in tt̄H searches are events with top quarks with either
genuine or misidentified photons and the production of high-pT photons in association
with many jets. Background contribution will be estimated using data which contains
a mixture of these processes. It is useful, for optimization purposes, to test the
background model in a data-driven control sample. The control sample is constructed
using events where one photon fails the photon identification requirements for the
Higgs boson signal. To take into account the fact that efficiency and photon isolation
are not constant as a function of pT and η, a two-dimensional reweighting procedure
is applied for such events. The reweighting is performed so as to match the photon
pT and η spectra to the ones of photons populating the signal region. A control
sample with similar kinematic properties as the data, yet statistically independent,
is thus obtained.

This control sample can be used to model the selection according to the difference
in the number of jets and b-jets between signal and background events. In figure 4.6
these two key kinematic distributions are shown, requiring at least two high pT jets
in the final state. Events are split requiring a lepton or not in the final state. The
black markers show the data sample, the green histogram is the control sample, and
the red line represents simulated tt̄H events. All distributions are normalized to the
number of events observed in data for shape comparison purposes. In these plots,
events where the diphoton invariant mass is consistent with the Higgs boson mass
within a 10 GeV window are removed in data and control sample.

From these distributions, it can be seen that, given the large jet activity in tt̄H,
hard cuts on these variables will provide good discrimination between signal and
background. According to these considerations separate optimizations are provided
for leptonic and hadronic tag. For both categories the presence of two photons with
the leading one passing the cut pT >mγγ/2 is required. Jets are required to have pT
>25 GeV and both classes require the presence of at least one additional b-tagged
jet.

The lepton tag is then defined requiring at least one more jet in the event and at
least one electron or muon with pT >20 GeV. The multijet tag is defined instead
by the requirement of at least four more jets in the event and no leptons. For the
7 TeV dataset, due to limited number of events, the events in the two classes are
combined after selection to form a single tt̄H event class.

4.3.4 Signal Model

For each event class a parametric signal model must be constructed for each pro-
duction mechanism from a fit to simulated invariant mass distribution of H → γγ
events. All corrections, described in the previous chapters, derived in Z → e+e−
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Figure 4.6. Distributions of the b-tagged jet multiplicity (top row) and jet multiplicity
(bottom row) for events passing a selection which requires two photons and at least two
jet in the final state, in the hadronic (left) and leptonic (right) channels. The plots
compare the data events (black markers) and the data from the control sample (green
filled histogram) to simulated tt̄H events (red open histogram). For events in the control
sample only one of the two photons passes the stringent identification requirements of the
standard H → γγ selection. Both signal and background histograms are normalized to
the total number of data events observed in this region to allow for a shape comparison.

and Z → µ+µ−γ are applied. Using a sum of gaussian functions, a good description
of the distributions, including the tails, can be achieved. Up to five gaussians are
used depending on the category and production mechanism, even if in most cases
two or three are enough for a good fit. In figure 4.7 the result of the fit to simulated
data is shown combining together all the categories of the analysis.

The overall acceptance times efficiency for this analysis is close to 50% for both
7 and 8 TeV datasets.

Thanks to the strategy presented in this thesis, thanks the new corrections and
regressions used in photon reconstruction, the mass resolution achieved improved
significantly with respect to analyses of this decay mode previously published by
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Figure 4.7. Full parametrized signal shape integrated over all classes in simulated H → γγ
events. The black points are weighted Monte Carlo events while the blue lines correspond
to the analytic model. The effective σeff coming from the fit and the corresponding
interval are also shown in grey.

CMS [13]. For events in which both photons are in the barrel, the width of the mass
distributions has been reduced by around 5% in 7 TeV data and by 20% in 8 TeV
data. When at least one photon is in the endcap the improvement is around 20% in
7 TeV data, and more than 30% in 8 TeV data.

4.4 Fit Methodology

A simultaneous binned maximum-likelihood fit to the diphoton invariant mass
distributions is performed in all event classes to extract results and measurements
of this analysis. The bin size chosen is small enough, 250 MeV, compared to mass
resolution, that no information is lost in the fit procedure. Signal model is derived
through fits to simulated events as explained in the previous paragraph. Background
is evaluated fitting mγγ in data in the range 100<mγγ <180 GeV, without any use
of MC simulations.

The likelihood in the fit, evaluated in the signal-plus-background hypothesis, will
be therefore:

L = L(data|s(p,mγγ) + f(mγγ)) (4.1)

where p represents parameters of the signal, such as mH or the signal strength,
that are free to vary in the fit procedure, s(p,mγγ) is the parametric signal model
and f(mγγ) the background fit function.

Profile likelihood ratio is used as test statistic and systematic uncertainties
are incorporated as nuisance parameters and treated according to the frequentist
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paradigm. The full description of this methodology widely used in particle physics
can be found in [73,74] and the results are obtained using the RooStats package [75].

The background fitting function is not a single function, but the so called
“envelope method” is used in this analysis. This method consists in a discrete
profiling method, where the uncertainty from the choice of the function used to
fit the background is handled in a similar way to systematic uncertainties. The
choice of the background fit function, in each class, is included as a discrete nuisance
parameter in the likelihood used to extract the result. The families of functions
considered in this process cover a wide spectra of possible behavior of the data
points: exponentials, power-law functions, polynomials in the Bernstein basis and
Laurent series. In the likelihood minimization process, all functions in these families
are tried and a penalty term is added to account for the number of free parameters
in the fitting functions.

The penalized likelihood function, L̃f , is therefore defined, for each fitting
function f , as:

−2 ln L̃f = −2 lnLf + kNf , (4.2)

where Lf is the unpenalized likelihood function defined in equation 4.1, Nf is the
number of free parameters in f , and k is a constant. The likelihood ratio q(p), is
used when measuring a quantity p. In this formalism, it is given by:

q(p) = −2 ln L̃(data|p, θ̂p, f̂p)
L̃(data|p̂, θ̂, f̂)

, (4.3)

where the numerator is the likelihood function computed in the maximum for a given
p, achieved for the best-fit values of nuisance parameters, θ = θ̂p, and a particular
background function, f = f̂p. The denominator is instead the likelihood function
computed in the global maximum, i.e. for p = p̂, θ = θ̂, and f = f̂ .

The k in equation 4.2 sets the relative importance between the unpenalized term
and the penalty term for increasing number of degrees of freedom. The values k = 1
and k = 2 are both justified by theory [76]. Studies made using pseudo-experiments
confirmed that using k = 1 gives consistent results and negligible bias.

The mγγ distributions of categories of 7 and 8 TeV analysis, together with the
results of the fits in the signal-plus-background hypothesis are shown in figures 4.8-
4.15. The signal-plus-background fit is done simultaneously to all classes with a single
overall value of the signal strength µ free to vary. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands
are computed from the variation in pseudo-experiments on the fitted background
yields. These bands include uncertainty coming from the choice of the background
fit function and the uncertainty in the fitted parameters.

In Figure 4.16 event display for events in VH hadronic and tt̄H categories are
shown in a 3D view of the CMS detector. The peculiar signature of this kind of
events, jet activity in the tracker and in the calorimetric system, is clearly visible.
The chosen events have a value of mγγ close to 125 GeV and are therefore compatible
with Standard Model Higgs production.
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Figure 4.8. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the four untagged
classes of the 7TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-plus-background
model. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background component of the
fit include the uncertainty due to the choice of function and the uncertainty in the fitted
parameters. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty that must be included
when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in any given mass range
is estimated.
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Figure 4.9. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the five untagged
classes of the 8TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-plus-background
model. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background component of the
fit include the uncertainty due to the choice of function and the uncertainty in the fitted
parameters. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty that must be included
when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in any given mass range
is estimated.
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Figure 4.10. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the two VBF
dijet-tagged classes of the 7TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-
plus-background model. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background
component of the fit include the uncertainty due to the choice of function and the
uncertainty in the fitted parameters. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty
that must be included when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in
any given mass range is estimated.
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Figure 4.11. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the three VBF
dijet-tagged classes of the 8TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-
plus-background model. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background
component of the fit include the uncertainty due to the choice of function and the
uncertainty in the fitted parameters. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty
that must be included when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in
any given mass range is estimated.
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Figure 4.12. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the VH-tagged classes
of the 7TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-plus-background
model. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background component of the
fit include the uncertainty due to the choice of function and the uncertainty in the fitted
parameters. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty that must be included
when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in any given mass range
is estimated.
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Figure 4.13. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the VH-tagged classes
of the 8TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-plus-background
model. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background component of the
fit are computed from the fit uncertainty in the background yield in bins corresponding
to those used to display the data. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty
that must be included when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in
any given mass range is estimated.
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Figure 4.14. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the tt̄H-tagged class
of the 7TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-plus-background
model for mH = 124.7GeV. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background
component of the fit include the uncertainty due to the choice of function and the
uncertainty in the fitted parameters. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty
that must be included when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in
any given mass range is estimated.
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Figure 4.15. Diphoton invariant mass distributions for the events in the two tt̄H-tagged
classes of the 8TeV dataset, together with the result of a fit of the signal-plus-background
model. The 1σ and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background component of the
fit are computed from the fit uncertainty in the background yield in bins corresponding
to those used to display the data. These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty
that must be included when the full uncertainty in the number of background events in
any given mass range is estimated.
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4.5 Systematic Uncertainties

Different sources of systematic uncertainties are considered in this analysis. An
overview of the main systematic uncertainties is given here grouping the effects in
three groups: systematic uncertainties assigned to all events, uncertainties related to
individual photons and uncertainties related to additional objects in classes targeting
exclusively production modes. The overall effect of these systematic uncertainties on
the measurement of signal strength modifier µ is reported as an example in Table
4.2.

Systematic uncertainties common to all events are:

• Theory uncertainties: this kind of uncertainties is related to parton distribution
functions of protons (PDF), the QCD scale chosen, production cross sections
and diphoton branching ratio. They are evaluated following the recommenda-
tions of the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [30, 32]. This kind of
uncertainties are dominated by uncertainty on the ggH process cross section,
coming from missing higher orders calculations and uncertainties on parton
distribution functions. They range from 1 to 15%, depending on the production
process.

• Integrated luminosity: This uncertainty affects the signal yields in both 7 and
8 TeV dataset. It has been evaluated as described in [77,78] and amounts to
2.2% for 7 TeV and 2.6% for 8 TeV.

• Vertex finding efficiency: Since data/MC scale factors are measured using
Z → µ+µ− events, the uncertainty on this derivation is taken into account as
systematic uncertainty. An additional 1%, related to the amount of activity
resulting in charged tracks in signal events, estimated varying pythia tunes,
is added. A further uncertainty of 0.2% is finally added since vertex-finding
efficiency depends on pγγT and pT measurement has its proper uncertainty.

• Trigger efficiency: Uncertainty in trigger efficiency is evaluated using a tag-
and-probe technique in Z → e+e− events and amounts roughly to 1%.

Systematic uncertainties related to individual photons are:

• Photon energy scale uncertainty resulting from electron/photon differences:
Energy scale corrections are evaluated using Z → e+e− studies and then
propagated to the Higgs signal. Differences between electrons and photons
in MC simulations can arise from different causes. The dominating one is an
imperfect description of the material between the interaction point and ECAL.
In particular, CMS studies suggest a deficit of material in the simulation,
probably localized in specific regions. The data/MC discrepancies correspond
to what would be caused by a 10% uniform deficit of material in the region
|η| < 1.0 and a 20% uniform deficit in the region |η| > 1.0. The resulting
uncertainty on energy scale has been therefore evaluated using samples in
which the tracker material is artificially increased respectively by 10 and 20%
in different η bins. They range from 0.03% in central barrel up to 0.3% in the
outer endcap.
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Figure 4.16. Event displays for events in VH hadronic (top), tt̄H leptonic (center) and
tt̄H hadronic (bottom) categories.
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Another source of uncertainties related to electron/photon differences is the
modelling of the varying fraction of scintillating light reaching the photodetector
as a function of the longitudinal depth in the crystal. Crystals were produced
with a good degree of uniformity, however the level of uniformity changed
slightly during crystals production. Furthermore uniformity is affected by
transparency loss caused by radiation [79, 80]. The simulation of this effect
highlighted a difference in the energy scale between electrons and unconverted
photons which leads to an additional uncertainty of about 0.05%.
A further small uncertainty originates from different possible modelizations of
electromagnetic shower , by the Geant4 software, that change the difference
between photon and electron energy scale, leading to an effect of 0.05%.

• Energy scale nonlinearity: Differences between simulation and data are esti-
mated using electrons coming from Z → e+e− decays. Therefore, possible non
linear effects have to be considered in the extrapolation from energies typical
of electrons in Z → e+e− decays to those of photons from H → γγ. These
effects have been investigated checking the Z → e+e− peak position by binning
events according to HT (the scalar sum of ET of the two electron showers),
and measuring, in bins of ET, the ratio between the measured energy and
the measurement of the electron momentum from the tracker on Z → e+e−

and W → eν events. The data/MC ratio of these two quantities as a function
of ET or HT/2 is shown in figure 4.17 for the four categories in η and R9 of
photon identification. Linearity assumption has been checked using a parabola
as a fitting function, and uncertainties are found to be of the order of 0.1%.

4.6 Energy scale uncertainty 17
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Figure 10: Residual discrepancy of the energy response in data relative to that in simulated
events as a function of transverse energy (for the E/p analysis, open squares) and of HT/2 (for
the dielectron mass analysis, solid points) in four h and R9 categories. The dielectron analysis
is restricted to events where both the electron showers fall in the same h, R9 category. Further
details are given in the text.

A value of 0.1% was assigned to the uncertainty in the effect of differential nonlinearity for519

a diphoton mass around mgg = 125 GeV in all events except those in the class in which the520

diphoton transverse momentum is particularly high, so that the highest transverse momentum521

photon in the event typically has pT > 100 GeV. For this event class the uncertainty is set at522

0.2%.523

The digitization of the ECAL signals uses 12-bit ADCs and, to increase the dynamic range,524

three different preamplifiers with different gains are used for each crystal, each with its own525

ADC, and the largest unsaturated digitization is recorded together with two bits coding the526

ADC number [1]. The possibility that imperfect matching between the different “gain ranges”527

introduces an uncertainty in the energy of the measured photons was investigated. The effect528

of the preamplifier switch when large signals, E & 200 GeV in the barrel and ET & 80 GeV in529

the endcaps, are digitized was found to be negligible for photons from the Higgs boson. The530

fraction of photons for which the lower gain preamplifiers is used small, and the lower gain531

preamplifies appear to be very well calibrated to the high-gain preamplifier.532

The statistical uncertainties in the measurements used to set the energy scale are small, but533

the methodology, which is described in Section 4.4, has a number of systematic uncertainties534

related to the imperfect agreement between data and MC simulation. The uncertainties range535

Figure 4.17. Differential non-linearity in the four photon identification categories. Each
graph shows the ratio of the estimated position of the E/p (green) or of the mee (yellow)
invariant mass peaks in data to the corresponding position estimated in MC simulation.
On the abscissa, the ET (HT/2) of the electron is shown for the E/p (mee analysis).

• Energy scale in data and MC measurement and corrections: Additional system-
atic uncertainties arise from the derivation of energy scale and resolution in
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data with electrons coming from Z → e+e−, with the methodology described
in section 3.1.2, related to imperfect data-MC agreement. These are derived
in bins of η and R9 and range from 0.05% for unconverted photons in central
barrel up to 0.1% for endcap converted photons. Energy dependence of the
smearings and possible misdescription of the Z → e+e− line-shape are also
considered.

• Photon identification BDT score and estimate of per photon energy resolution:
As described in section 3.1.5 the agreement between data and simulation of
input variables to the diphoton BDT is checked on Z → e+e− and Z → µ+µ−

events. Among the input variables to the BDT, the distribution of the photon
identification BDT score and per-photon energy resolution show non-negligible
differences between data and simulation. These differences are fully covered
by a variation of ±0.01 on the photon identification BDT together with an
uncertainty in the per-photon energy resolution parametrized as a rescaling of
the resolution estimate by ±10% about its nominal value. These uncertainties
are reported in Table 4.2 as “shower shape modeling”.

Systematic uncertainties related to additional objects in the final state for
exclusive categories are:

• Jet tagging efficiency: Jets are present in different categories tagging VBF,
VH and tt̄H production modes. Theoretical uncertainties on jet production,
concerning the probability of having additional jets in gluon-gluon production
mechanism are the dominating uncertainties. Uncertainties on the yields are
quantified using the recommendations of the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working
Group.
An additional uncertainty is considered in the yield of ggH events in tt̄H
multijet-tagged class, arising from the uncertainty in the probability of gluon
splitting in a pair of b-quarks. It is estimated from data-powheg simulations
discrepancies in tt+jets samples with two charged leptons in the final state [81].
For tt̄H multijet category, since few events from simulated ggH events are
selected, an additional contribution for the limited sample size is considered.
For VBF dijet-tagged class, VH dijet-tagged class and tt̄H multijet-tagged
class an uncertainty in the effect of the algorithm used to reject jets from
pileup is considered (in the 8 TeV dataset only).
Further small experimental uncertainties are due to jet energy scale and reso-
lution corrections. They are evaluated by varying the measured jet quantities
within their uncertainties and taking the relative yield variation.

• Lepton identification efficiency: For both electron and muons this uncertainty
is computed varying the data/MC scale factors by their uncertainties. The
resulting differences range from 0.2% to 0.5% depending on the category.

• Emiss
T identification efficencies: For WH production mode where real Emiss

T is
expected the difference in efficiency (2.6%) applying or not the Emiss

T corrections
is considered as a systematic uncertainty. For ggH, VBF and tt̄H events the
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fraction of events in the tail of the Emiss
T distribution, causes an additional

uncertainty. This is evaluated by comparing diphoton data and simulated
events in control samples enriched by γ + jets events, which have a similar
Emiss

T distribution to the Higgs signal. The overall effect amounts to 4%.

• b-tagging efficiency: The uncertainty on b-tagging efficiency has to be consid-
ered in tt̄H-tagged classes where at least one b-tagged jet is required. It is
evaluated varying the b-tagging efficiency scale factors within their uncertainty.
The resulting uncertainty is 1.3% in the lepton-tagged class and 1.1% in the
multijet one.

Table 4.2. Magnitude of the uncertainty in the best fit signal strength, µ, induced by
the systematic uncertainties in the signal model. Statistical uncertainty is subtracted
quadratically from the positive and negative uncertainties separately. The values quoted
are the average magnitudes of the positive and negative uncertainties. The statistical
uncertainty includes all uncertainties in the background modelling.

Source of uncertainty Uncertainty
in µ̂

PDF and theory 0.11
Shower shape modelling 0.06
Energy scale and resolution 0.02
Other 0.04
All syst. uncert. in the signal model 0.13

Statistical 0.21
Total 0.25

4.6 Results

4.6.1 Standard Model Analysis Results

Figure 4.18 shows the mγγ distribution of the combination of all classes of 7 and
8 TeV analysis. Events are weighted by the ratio S/(S + B) in each event class,
to take into account that the analysis is performed through a simultaneous fit to
different categories [82]. In the lower plot the background component is subtracted
and a clear excess is visible in data around mγγ =125 GeV.

The best-fit mass is mH = 124.7 GeV. Table 4.3 shows the number of expected
signal events for a 125 GeV SM Higgs boson and background estimation for each event
class. The background estimation is obtained from the fit and it is expressed as a
differential rate (events/GeV). Signal is splitted for different production processes (as
predicted by MC simulations). For each category the mass resolution, measured both
by half the width of the narrowest interval containing 68.3% of the mγγ distribution
(σeff) and half the full width at half maximum of the distribution divided by 2.35
(σHM) is reported.

The local p-value, which quantifies the probability for the background to produce
a fluctuation of such magnitude, is shown in figure 4.19. The p-value has been
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Figure 4.18. Combined diphoton mass spectrum weighted by the ratio S/(S +B) in each
event class, together with the background subtracted weighted mass spectrum. The 1σ
and 2σ uncertainty bands shown for the background component of the fit include the
uncertainty due to the choice of function and the uncertainty in the fitted parameters.
These bands do not contain the Poisson uncertainty that must be included when the full
uncertainty in the number of background events in any given mass range is estimated.
The lower plot shows the residual data subtracting the fitted background component.
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Table 4.3. Expected number of SM Higgs boson events (mH = 125GeV) and estimated
background (“Bkg.”) at mγγ = 125GeV for all event classes of the 7 and 8TeV datasets.
The composition of the SM Higgs boson signal in terms of the production processes and
its mass resolution is also given. The number corresponding to the production process
with the largest contribution in each event class is highlighted in boldface. Numbers
are omitted for processes representing less than 0.05% of the total signal. The variables
used to characterize the mass resolution, σeff and σHM, are defined in the text.

Event classes
Expected SM Higgs boson signal yield (mH=125GeV) Bkg.

Total ggH VBF WH ZH ttH σeff σHM (GeV−1)
(GeV) (GeV)

7T
eV

5.
1f
b−

1

Untagged 0 5.8 79.8% 9.9% 6.0% 3.5% 0.8% 1.11 0.98 11.0
Untagged 1 22.7 91.9% 4.2% 2.4% 1.3% 0.2% 1.27 1.09 69.5
Untagged 2 27.1 91.9% 4.1% 2.4% 1.4% 0.2% 1.78 1.40 135.
Untagged 3 34.1 92.1% 4.0% 2.4% 1.3% 0.2% 2.36 2.01 312.
VBF dijet 0 1.6 19.3% 80.1% 0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 1.41 1.17 0.5
VBF dijet 1 3.0 38.1% 59.5% 1.2% 0.7% 0.4% 1.65 1.32 3.5
VH tight ` 0.3 — — 77.2% 20.6% 2.2% 1.61 1.31 0.1
VH loose ` 0.2 3.6% 1.1% 79.1% 15.2% 1.0% 1.63 1.32 0.2
VH Emiss

T 0.3 4.5% 1.1% 41.5% 44.6% 8.2% 1.60 1.14 0.2
VH dijet 0.4 27.1% 2.8% 43.7% 24.3% 2.1% 1.54 1.24 0.5
tt̄H tags 0.2 3.1% 1.1% 2.2% 1.3% 92.3% 1.40 1.13 0.2

8T
eV

19
.7
fb
−
1

Untagged 0 6.0 75.7% 11.9% 6.9% 3.6% 1.9% 1.05 0.79 4.7
Untagged 1 50.8 85.2% 7.9% 4.0% 2.4% 0.6% 1.19 1.00 120.
Untagged 2 117. 91.1% 4.7% 2.5% 1.4% 0.3% 1.46 1.15 418.
Untagged 3 153. 91.6% 4.4% 2.4% 1.4% 0.3% 2.04 1.56 870.
Untagged 4 121. 93.1% 3.6% 2.0% 1.1% 0.2% 2.62 2.14 1400.
VBF dijet 0 4.5 17.8% 81.8% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 1.30 0.94 0.8
VBF dijet 1 5.6 28.5% 70.5% 0.6% 0.2% 0.2% 1.43 1.07 2.7
VBF dijet 2 13.7 43.8% 53.2% 1.4% 0.8% 0.8% 1.59 1.24 22.1
VH tight ` 1.4 0.2% 0.2% 76.9% 19.0% 3.7% 1.63 1.24 0.4
VH loose ` 0.9 2.6% 1.1% 77.9% 16.8% 1.5% 1.60 1.16 1.2
VH Emiss

T 1.8 16.3% 2.7% 34.4% 35.4% 11.1% 1.68 1.17 1.3
VH dijet 1.6 30.3% 3.1% 40.6% 23.4% 2.6% 1.31 1.06 1.0

tt̄H lepton 0.5 — — 1.6% 1.6% 96.8% 1.34 1.03 0.2
tt̄H multijet 0.6 4.1% 0.9% 0.8% 0.9% 93.3% 1.34 1.03 0.6
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computed separately for 7 and 8 TeV dataset and then combined. The values in the
plot are not corrected by the “look-elsewhere effect” [83]. The expected significance
has been computed using the background expectation obtained from the fit in the
signal-plus-background hypothesis, the so-called post− fit expectation.
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Figure 4.19. Local p-values as a function of mH for the 7TeV, 8TeV, and the combined
dataset. The values of the expected significance, calculated using the background
expectation obtained from the signal-plus-background fit, are shown as dashed lines.

The significance of the minimum of the local p-value corresponds to 5.7σ where
5.2σ is expected for a SM Higgs boson.

4.6.1.1 Couplings measurement

The results presented in the previous paragraph for the search of the Higgs boson
in the diphoton decay channel clearly state the presence of an excess around 125
GeV in mγγ distribution, compatible with the SM Higgs boson. A measurement
of the couplings of this particle can be given in the parametrization reported in
paragraph 1.6.1.

In Figure 4.20 the best-fit signal strength, µ, is reported for each category of
the analysis with its uncertainty. The result for the VH ` tight tag at 7 TeV is not
reported because the the signal-plus-background fit for that particular category does
not converge when done alone since no events are observed in data in the region
where the signal is observed. The measured value for µ, combining all classes together
is 1.14+0.26

−0.23 and it is shown in the figure as a vertical line with a band representing
its uncertainty. This measured value is compatible with SM expectations and a good
agreement is observed between classes tagging different production modes.

In figure 4.21 production modes associated with fermion (ggH and tt̄H) or vector
couplings (VBF and VH) are split. The 1σ and 2σ contours, computed as variations
around the likelihood maximum for µggH,tt̄H and µVBF,VH are shown. In the fits, both
signal strength modifiers are allowed to vary and mH is treated as an unconstrained
parameter. The best fit value and the expected uncertainty in case of a SM Higgs
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Figure 4.20. Values of µ measured individually for all event classes in the 7 and 8TeV
datasets, fixing mH = 124.7GeV. The horizontal bars indicate ±1σ uncertainties in the
values, and the vertical line and the green band indicate the best-fit signal strength in
the fit to the data and its uncertainty.

are reported in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Expected and observed best-fit values of the signal strength modifiers µggH,tt̄H
and µVBF,VH for a SM Higgs boson signal together with their uncertainties, indicating
the expected uncertainty in the measurement and the best-fit values obtained from the
data.

Expected Observed
µ̂ggH,tt̄H 1.00+0.34

−0.30 1.13+0.37
−0.31

µ̂VBF,VH 1.00+0.57
−0.51 1.16+0.63

−0.58

The signal strength µ can be varied independently for the four production mecha-
nisms. As shown in figure 4.22, the different production mechanisms give compatible
results with SM expectations, within the statistical uncertainty. Numerical values
for each production mode are reported in Table 4.5.

As explained in section 1.6.1 it is interesting to consider one single scale factor for
fermions (κf) and another one for bosons (κV). The measurement of effective coupling
modifiers to gluons (κg) and to photons (κγ) are also of paramount importance to
constraint new physics. Figure 4.23 shows two-dimensional likelihood scans in these
two different planes, fixing mH = 124.7 GeV. The best-fit points are (κf , κV)=(1.05,
1.06) and (κγ , κg)=(1.14, 0.90).

4.6.2 Combination with Other Channels

The most precise determination of the Higgs boson couplings has been obtained in
CMS combining the H → γγ result, presented in this thesis, with the other analyses
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represents the SM expectation.
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Figure 4.22. Best-fit signal strength, µ̂, measured for each of the production processes
in a combined fit where the signal strengths of all four processes are allowed to vary
independently in the fit. The signal mass, common to all four processes, is treated as an
unconstrained parameter in the fit. The horizontal bars indicate ±1σ uncertainties in
the values for the individual processes. The band corresponds to ±1σ uncertainties in
the value obtained from the combined fit with a single signal strength.
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Table 4.5. Best-fit signal strength modifiers for the four production processes. The total un-
certainty for each process is separated into statistical (stat) and systematic contributions.
The systematic uncertainty has been separated, where feasible, into the contributions
from theoretical (theo), and experimental (exp) uncertainties. Statistical uncertainty is
subtracted quadratically from the positive and negative uncertainties separately. The
quoted values are the mean values of the positive and negative uncertainties.

Uncertainty

Process µ̂ total stat systematic
theo exp

ggH 1.12+0.37
−0.32 0.34 0.30 0.13 0.09

VBF 1.58+0.77
−0.68 0.73 0.69 0.20 0.15

VH −0.16+1.16
−0.79 0.97 0.97 0.08

tt̄H 2.69+2.51
−1.81 2.2 2.1 0.4
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targeting different decay channels. Around 125 GeV almost all the possible decays
have a sizeable branching ratio and can contribute to the final combination. CMS
has exploited decays of the Higgs particles to: γγ, ZZ, WW, ττ and bb and the full
7 and 8 TeV dataset. The full details of the combination techniques can be found
in [84]. In the first part of this chapter results on couplings obtained combining all
these channels will be presented. All available analyses targeting the four possible
production mechanisms (ggH, VBF, VH and tt̄H) are used in the combination.
Given the importance of the top-Higgs coupling, searches targeting tt̄H production
mechanism, even if already used in the results presented here, will be described in
more details in the next paragraph.

The channels H → γγ and H → ZZ→ 4` play a major role given the possibility
of reconstructing completely the final state. In both channels the signal over
background ratio is good and the mass of the particle can be measured with high
precision. The H → WW channel, with leptonic decays of the W pair, has high
sensitivity but poor mass resolution because of the presence of two neutrinos. The
ττ and bb channels are affected by large background contributions and poor mass
resolution. Therefore they have a lower sensitivity compared to other channels.

H → ZZ→ 4` analysis [85] is performed reconstructing the invariant mass of the
four-lepton system. Indeed, since muons and electrons can be reconstructed with
high precision, a narrow peak at the Higgs mass value over a continuum background
is expected. Several categories are devised in this channel according to the possible
combinations of Z boson decays: 4e, 4µ, 2e2µ. Given the different mass resolution
and background rates, these categories are analyzed separately. ZZ production,
with Z bosons decaying leptonically is a dominant irreducible background and is
estimated from simulation. Reducible backgrounds with misidentified leptons, from
Z+jets, tt̄ and WZ+jets are estimated from data. Events are further categorized
according to the number of jets present in the final state. Angular correlations and
kinematic variables of the decay products are used to build discriminators to further
suppress background contributions.

H →WW→ `ν`ν analysis [86] measures an excess of events with two oppositely
charged leptons or three leptons with a total charge ±1, moderate Emiss

T and up
to two jets. Main background contributions in this channel are represented by
WW non-resonant production, top-quark production and Drell-Yan production
(qq → γ∗/Z∗ → ``).

H → ττ analysis [87] searches for an excess of events using multiple final states,
targeting leptonic and hadronic decays of τ leptons. Categorization of events is done
according to the number of reconstructed jets in the final state and, in leptonic
categories, to the pT of leptons. The main irreducible background comes from
Z → ττ prompt production, while reducible contributions come from W+jets and
multijet production.

H → bb [88] analyses are affected by a huge background of prompt jet QCD
production. Searches in this channel are therefore performed exploiting only the
VH and tt̄H production mechanism. The Higgs boson candidate is reconstructed by
requiring two b-tagged jets and a multivariate regression is used to achieve a final
dijet mass resolution of about 10% for mH = 125 GeV.

The combination of the analyses is done, as in H → γγ standalone analysis,
using a test-statistic based on the profile likelihood ratio to determine how signal-like
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Table 4.6. The best-fit values for the signal strength at mH = 125.0GeV, of the VBF and
VH, and of the ggH and tt̄H production mechanisms, µVBF,VH and µggH,tt̄H, respectively.
The observed and median expected results for the ratio of µVBF,VH to µggH,tt̄H together
with their uncertainties are also given for the full combination.

Channel grouping Best fit (µggH,tt̄H, µVBF,VH)
H → ZZ tagged (0.88, 1.75)
H → γγ tagged (1.07, 1.24)
H →WW tagged (0.87, 0.66)
H → ττ tagged (0.52, 1.21)
H → bb tagged (0.57, 0.96)
Combined best fit µVBF,VH/µggH,tt̄H

Observed (expected)
1.25+0.63

−0.45 (1.00+0.49
−0.35)

or background-like the data are. Systematic uncertainties are incorporated in the
analysis as nuisance parameters and the correlations within different analyses are
taken into account.

All channels observe an excess over background-only expectations compatible
with the presence of a SM Higgs boson. Figure 4.24 shows the measured signal
strength grouping analyses depending on decay channels or production modes.
The largest deviation is observed in the tt̄H production mode and will be further
characterized in the next paragraph. Table 4.6 shows the measured signal strength
for different channels grouping production modes associated with fermions (ggH and
tt̄H) or vector couplings (VBF and VH).

In analogy to what already done in H → γγ analysis, compatibility of couplings
of the Higgs boson to vector bosons and fermions can be tested. Maps of the
likelihood ratio in the plane of couplings to vector bosons and fermions can be made,
as shown in figure 4.25. The 95% CL intervals for κV and κf are each obtained from
a 1D scan where the other parameter is fixed to unity, and are equal to [0.88,1.15]
and [0.64,1.16], respectively.

In the same way, the likelihood scan can be shown in the 2D plane of effective
couplings to photons and gluons (κγ , κg). Partial widths associated with tree-level
production are assumed to be unaltered. The result of the 2D likelihood scan is
shown in figure 4.26, the best fit point corresponds to (1.14,0.88) and the 95% CL
intervals for these quantities are [0.89, 1.42] for κγ and [0.69,1.10] for κg.

Since H → γγ decay and ggH production proceed through loop diagrams, the
values of κγ and κg are expected to be significantly altered by the presence of
BSM particles. Indeed any unknown particle, carrying electromagnetic charge, can
contribute to the loop inducing a big change in these two couplings with respect to SM
predictions. The value of the branching ratio of new physics, BRBSM = ΓBSM/Γtot
can be constrained, profiling κγ and κg with other nuisance parameters. Figure 4.27
shows the likelihood scan versus BRBSM. The likelihood profile allows to constrain
BRBSM in the interval [0.00,0.32] at 95% CL.
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Figure 4.24. Values of the best-fit µ = σ/σSM for the combination (solid vertical line), for
individual channels, and for subcombinations by predominant decay mode or production
mode tag. The vertical band shows the overall µ uncertainty. The horizontal bars indicate
the ±1 standard deviation uncertainties in the best-fit σ/σSM values for the individual
modes; they include both statistical and systematic uncertainties. On the left subcombi-
nations by predominant decay mode are shown, while on the right subcombinations by
analysis tags targeting individual production mechanisms are reported.
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Figure 4.25. Results of 2D likelihood scans for the κV and κf parameters. The cross
indicates the best-fit values. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours show the 68%,
95%, and 99.7% CL regions, respectively. The yellow diamond shows the SM point
(κV, κf) = (1, 1). The left plot shows the likelihood scan in two quadrants, (+,+) and
(+,−). The right plot shows the likelihood scan constrained to the (+,+) quadrant.
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Figure 4.26. The 2D likelihood scan for the κg and κγ parameters, assuming that ΓBSM = 0.
The cross indicates the best-fit values. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours show
the 68%, 95%, and 99.7% CL regions, respectively. The yellow diamond represents the
SM expectation, (κγ , κg) = (1, 1). The partial widths associated with the tree-level
production processes and decay modes are assumed to be unaltered (κ = 1).
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Figure 4.27. (Left) The likelihood scan versus BRBSM = ΓBSM/Γtot. The solid curve
represents the observation and the dashed curve indicates the expected median results
in the presence of the SM Higgs boson. The partial widths associated with the tree-level
production processes and decay modes are assumed to be unaltered (κ = 1). (Right)
Correlation between κg and BRBSM. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours show the
68%, 95%, and 99.7% CL regions, respectively.
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4.6.2.1 tt̄H Combination with Other Channels

Given the theoretical interest to directly probe top-Higgs coupling through tt̄H
direct production, a big effort has been done in the CMS collaboration to combine
all possible decay channels to achieve the best sensitivity in µtt̄H measurement.
Given the low cross section of this process, exploiting all different decay modes and
dedicated analysis is needed to have a sensitive result with the current amount of
data.

CMS tt̄H analyses can be divided in three families according to the Higgs decay
mode: H→hadrons [89], H→leptons [90] and H→photons (already presented in
previous sections). These searches are different given the wide spectra of possible
final states they investigate. Anyway, a strategy common to all of them is to
categorize events according to the number of jets and b-jets in the final state,
since, when looking for tt̄H production mechanism, the signal-over-background ratio
increases requiring jet activity.

H→hadrons analyses target decays of the Higgs boson into a pair of b-quarks or
hadronically decaying τ leptons. They are characterized by a high rate, given that
the H → bb̄ channel contributes almost 60% of the total Higgs decay width. The
main limitation of this channel is the presence of the big irreducible background
made of tt+bb prompt production. For this reason searches in these channels focus
on the lepton + jets and dilepton decay of the tt̄ system, using single or double
lepton triggers respectively. The background modeling is done on MC simulations
while control samples are used to constrain the normalization of some processes.
Multivariate techniques are used to separate signal process from irreducible and
reducible backgrounds with input variables related to object kinematics and b-tag. A
multivariate discriminator is also used to tag jets coming from a b quark or a τ . The
main systematic uncertainties of these analyses are on the modeling of tt+bb events
since large theoretical uncertainties arise in the computation of top pair production
with heavy flavor emission.

H→leptons analysis requires the presence of at least two leptons in the final
state. The Higgs boson decay modes investigated here are those in a pair of vector
bosons (W or Z) and in a pair of leptonically decaying τ . The expected rate
is lower compared to hadronic final states, but the presence of leptons allows to
suppress the background from top events. Lepton charge correlations and kinematic
variables are used to improve sensitivity. A dedicated lepton identification, using
multivariate techniques, has been specifically developed to suppress events with jets
misreconstructed as leptons, i.e. tt+jets, which constitute the main background.
Background modeling is done using simulations; specific correction factors for lepton-
and jet- tagging are applied to rescale simulations to match data distributions. The
data/MC agreement is cross-checked in control regions and systematic uncertainties
related to these corrections are considered. Three categories are used according to
the number of leptons in the final state: 2 (same sign), 3 or 4 leptons.

These analyses are combined together and results are extracted using the same
statistical approach described in section 4.4. In brief, a binned likelihood using all
channels is built, where µtt̄H is extracted assuming SM branching ratios [91]. The
best-fit value for µtt̄H in individual channels and their combination are given in
table 4.7 and figure 4.28. Combining all channels, the best-fit value is µ = 2.8+1.0

−0.9.
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It represents roughly a 3 σ excess with respect to background only expectations
and it is compatible with the SM expectations at 2σ level. All the results are given
for a Higgs mass of 125.6 GeV which corresponds to the best-fit value of the CMS
collaboration at the time the result was obtained. This excess is mainly driven
by the multilepton and diphoton channel. The biggest excess on background only
expectations can be seen in the dimuon same-sign category.

Table 4.7. The best-fit values of the signal strength parameter µ = σ/σSM for each tt̄H
channel at mH = 125.6GeV. The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the
signal strength parameter µ = σ/σSM for each tt̄H channel at mH = 125.6GeV are also
shown.

tt̄H channel Best-fit µ 95% CL upper limits on µ = σ/σSM (mH = 125.6GeV)
Expected

Observed Observed Median Median 68% CL range 95% CL rangesignal-injected
γγ +2.7+2.6

−1.8 7.4 5.7 4.7 [3.1, 7.6] [2.2, 11.7]
bb +0.7+1.9

−1.9 4.1 5.0 3.5 [2.5, 5.0] [1.9, 6.7]
τhτh −1.3+6.3

−5.5 13.0 16.2 14.2 [9.5, 21.7] [6.9, 32.5]
4l −4.7+5.0

−1.3 6.8 11.9 8.8 [5.7, 14.3] [4.0, 22.5]
3l +3.1+2.4

−2.0 7.5 5.0 4.1 [2.8, 6.3] [2.0, 9.5]
Same-sign 2l +5.3+2.1

−1.8 9.0 3.6 3.4 [2.3, 5.0] [1.7, 7.2]

Combined +2.8+1.0
−0.9 4.5 2.7 1.7 [1.2, 2.5] [0.9, 3.5]
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Figure 4.28. Left: The best-fit values of the signal strength parameter µ = σ/σSM for each
tt̄H channel at mH = 125.6GeV. The signal strength in the four-lepton final state is
not allowed to be below approximately −6 by the requirement that the expected signal-
plus-background event yield must not be negative in either of the two jet multiplicity
bins. Right: The 1D test statistic q(µtt̄H) scan vs. the signal strength parameter for tt̄H
processes µtt̄H, profiling all other nuisance parameters. The lower and upper horizontal
lines correspond to the 68% and 95% CL, respectively. The µtt̄H values where these
lines intersect with the q(µtt̄H) curve are shown by the vertical lines.
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It is also useful to quote the results in terms of a 95% CL upper limit on the
expected tt̄H cross section, to set constraints on BSM models predicting tt̄H +X
final states. The upper limit for individual channels and the combined value are
reported in table 4.7 and in figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29. The 95% CL upper limits on the tt̄H signal strength parameter µ = σtt̄H/σ
SM
tt̄H.

The black solid and dotted lines show the observed and background-only expected limits,
respectively. The red dotted line shows the median expected limit for the SM Higgs
boson with mH = 125.6GeV. The green and yellow areas show the 1σ and 2σ bands,
respectively.

4.7 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter searches for a SM Higgs in the diphoton decay channel have been
presented using the full CMS dataset. The main improvement in couplings measure-
ment, with respect to past analyses, comes from the inclusion of dedicated categories
tagging associate production modes. Thanks to this strategy, the precision on this
measurement has significantly increased.

The data clearly show the presence of an excess over background-only predictions
in mγγ spectrum. This excess is compatible with a SM Higgs boson and a full
characterization of its couplings to fermions and bosons has been given in different
benchmark models. No striking deviations from theoretical predictions have been
observed; the measured signal strengths for different production modes are compatible
with SM expectations. A mild excess, roughly two sigmas over SM expectations in
the combination of all decay channels, is seen in tt̄H production mode.

The results presented are given in such a general way that can be directly
translated into constraints on theoretical models involving the Higgs sector. A
sizeable part of the phase-space of BSM theories can be excluded and projections
for future LHC runs can be produced using the current sensitivity. This will be
important to elaborate new theories and highlight the most promising channel for
BSM searches with Higgs bosons in the final state.
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Chapter 5

Direct searches beyond
Standard Model in the Higgs
sector

In the previous chapter, measurements of Higgs boson couplings to other particles
in the diphoton decay channel have been presented. The results obtained can be
used to constrain several BSM physics models, like those presented in chapter 1.

In this chapter a different and complementary approach is followed: instead of
setting indirect constraints, direct searches for BSM particles involving the Higgs
boson in the final state are presented. The chapter is divided in two parts: the
first part presents a search for anomalous values of the top-Higgs coupling in the
single top plus Higgs process, the second one describes instead a search for heavy
vector-like partners of the top quark decaying in top and Higgs. Both searches are
motivated by different BSM scenarios that predict the existence of a new strong
sector, like composite or little Higgs models. Both analyses are performed in the
diphoton decay channel and, unless where it is explicitly said, use the same object
reconstruction and identification criteria of the SM Higgs analysis. In particular,
both analyses exploit the strategy of fitting the diphoton invariant mass to extract
the number of signal and background events. The only relevant difference is that a
cut-based photon identification, described in paragraph 3.1.4, is used, instead of the
multivariate one. This is preferable to the multivariate approach for BSM searches,
since more model-independent.

The full dataset collected by CMS at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV is used in
both analyses, and events are required to pass the same diphoton trigger requirements
as the SM H → γγ analysis.

5.1 Associate Production of a Single Top Quark and a
Higgs boson

The most straightforward way to to study the magnitude of the coupling between the
top quark and the Higgs boson (Ct) is the associate pair production (tt̄H), presented
in the previous chapter. Single top associate production (tHq) is an interesting
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Figure 5.1. Dominant Feynman diagrams for the production of tHq events: the Higgs
boson is typically irradiated from the heavier legs of the diagram, i.e. the W boson (left)
or the top quark (right).

way to prove, not only the magnitude, but also the sign of this coupling. This
process mainly proceeds through the t-channel where the Higgs is emitted from the
W boson propagator or directly from the top leg. Figure 5.1 shows the dominant
Feynman diagrams for this Higgs production mode. The cross section of the process
is proportional to the magnitude and the relative sign of the two couplings to top
quark and W boson:

σtHq ∝ |CWMW + CtMt|2

where MW and Mt are the matrix element corresponding to the two possible
diagrams for tHq production.

The Standard Model predicts opposite sign for the coupling of the Higgs to W
and the one to the top. This leads to a negative interference of the two diagrams and
the predicted production cross section for this process, at Next-to-Leading Order
(NLO), is only 18 fb at 8 TeV. As can be seen from the left plot of figure 4.23, the
possibility of a Higgs boson having negative coupling to fermions (Ct = −1) is not
yet excluded with the current sensitivity of the SM H → γγ analysis. Given the
interference of the two diagrams in single top production, a big enhancement in the
production cross section is expected if Ct has an opposite sign with respect to SM
predictions. Ct = −1 would mean an increase of the cross section of a factor 15.

The single top quark plus Higgs boson production cross section could be enhanced
by other modifications of the SM. For example, new physics appearing at high mass
scales could appear as flavor-changing-neutral-currents (FCNC) involving the top
quark and the Higgs boson. Vertex such as tHu, tHc would be possible in this
scheme, giving rise to final states overlapping with the final state under study here.
While there is a large body of work in the literature on the phenomenology of such
FCNC at colliders [92], the ATLAS and CMS collaborations produced only some
preliminary investigations [93,94].

Composite Higgs scenarios would predict the existence of a heavy top quark
partner with large branching fraction into a top quark and a Higgs boson. The
single top partner production cross section exceeds the pair production cross section
under a large variety of assumptions of electroweak top quark partners couplings,
for top quark partner masses above the 700-800GeV [95]. This exotic production
mode would give rise to final states that would overlap with the ones needed for
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studying single top+Higgs production in the Standard Model.
It must be noted that the condition Ct = −1 not only enhances the cross section

of tHq events, but the branching ratio of the Higgs to photons would increase by a
factor 2.4, because of the modified interference between the decay loops mediated
through W bosons and top quarks in the H → γγ decay. For this reason, also
the yields of standard H processes increase. These additional contributions will be
considered as signal for the purposes of the statistical interpretation of the results.

The interpretation of the results of this search will be given in the Ct = −1
scenario, even if the full spectra of possible values could be interesting.

5.1.1 Analysis strategy

This analysis searches for a Higgs boson produced in association with a top quark.
The Higgs boson decay in two photons and the leptonic decay of the top quark are
required.

The process studied is therefore:

tHq → (t→ b`ν)(H→ γγ)q with ` = e, µ

The final state is composed by the diphoton system, a lepton (electron or muon)
and a jet which is expected to have high rapidity, since the Higgs is radiated off one
of the heavier legs of this t-channel process. As in SM Higgs analysis, the invariant
mass of the diphoton system, mγγ , is used to search for a signal-like excess and to
estimate non-resonant background contribution.

The backgrounds in this search are of two types: non-resonant and resonant in
mγγ . The non-resonant one includes processes with photons and jets in the final
state like continuous diphoton production (γγ + jets), single photon production with
jets misreconstructed as photons (γ + jets) and diphoton events with top quarks
(tγγ and tt̄γγ). Resonant backgrounds have a Higgs boson decaying in two photons,
from SM processes with higher cross sections. These processes will appear as a
background under the Higgs peak, and are dominated by tt̄H and VH production.

A cut-and-count analysis is performed, in which the contribution of non-resonant
backgrounds is evaluated by counting the events in the mγγ sidebands (100 < mγγ <
(mH − 3 GeV) and (mH + 3 GeV) < mγγ < 180 GeV) whereas the contribution of
resonant backgrounds is estimated using simulations. The signal region is defined as
the ±3 GeV region around the nominal mass position (125 GeV).

The production of tHq events has been generated with MadGraph 5 [68],
interfaced to pythia 6.4.2 [63] for parton shower and hadronization. For VH and
tt̄H processes, the same samples of the SM analysis, described in the previous chapter,
are used.

As non-resonant backgrounds are evaluated directly in the data mγγ sidebands,
Monte Carlo simulations are not used to obtain the final result. However, the use of
simulated non-resonant backgrounds will play a role in the studies performed on the
control sample described in Section 5.1.3. For that reason, diphoton plus jets events
simulated in sherpa [69] are used, as well as single-photon and jet-production events
simulated in pythia, top quark-antiquark production simulated in MadGraph
+pythia, and, finally, diphoton events produced in association with top quarks in
WHIZARD [96,97].
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Photon identification and reconstruction are done using the cut-based approach
described in paragraph 3.1.4.

5.1.2 Event Selection

The final state of Higgs associate production with single top is composed by three
objects: the Higgs (decaying in a pair of photons), the top quark and the additional
quark jet (called ‘qJet’ in the following). The two photons coming from the Higgs
have high transverse momentum, like in tt̄H or VH production, and, since the
leptonic decay channel of the top is targeted, at least one electron or muon from
W decays can be required. Regarding jets, the quark jet is expected to be forward,
given the production mechanism, and a b-quark should be present from top decays.

The event selection therefore requires:

• two photons, with pT > 50 ·mγγ/120 and 25 GeV respectively;

• exactly one lepton (electron or muon) with pT > 10 GeV;

• a b-jet with pT > 20 GeV;

• a ‘qJet’ candidate: it is identified as the hardest additional jet in the event
and must have pT > 20 GeV and |η| > 1;

The requirement on the leading photon is almost fully efficient (98%) on signal
and suppresses non-resonant background where photons are generally soft. No
stringent requirements are applied to the lepton to be as efficient as possible on
signal. If more than a jet is positively b-tagged, the hardest one is taken as the
b-jet candidate. The definition of the ‘qJet’ candidate allows to correctly match the
parton in 90 % of the cases.

After these requirements the resonant background contribution, tt̄H, is still
relevant. A likelihood product discriminator (LD) is therefore used to further
suppress this background.

Five discriminating variables between tHq and tt̄H are used as input variables:

• jet multiplicity,

• transverse mass of the top candidate,

• pseudorapidity of the qJet candidate,

• rapidity gap between the lepton and the qJet,

• charge of the lepton candidate.

The distributions of these variables for tHq and tt̄H events are shown in figure 5.2.
Events entering those plots are required to have at least two jets with pT >20 GeV
in the range |η| < 5, one of which b-tagged, and one lepton. The two photons are
required to pass pT cuts compatible with trigger thresholds: 33 GeV for the leading
and 25 GeV for the trailing one. As can be seen, these variables have discriminating
power given the different jet and lepton kinematics between tHq and tt̄H. For
instance, in tt̄H process a higher number of jets is expected with respect to tHq,
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Figure 5.2. Expected distributions for input variables to the likelihood discriminant (LD):
jet multiplicity (top left), top transverse mass (top right), pseudorapidity of the qJet
candidate (center left), rapidity gap between the lepton and the qJet (center right), charge
of the lepton candidate (bottom). Signal events are reported in red, while background
contribution corresponds to the blue histogram. Both histograms are normalized to
unity.

given the presence of two top quarks, and the qJet candidate is expected to be
central since coming from W decays or additional radiation. The variables used are
almost not correlated (their linear coefficient were found to be less than 10 % for
both processes) so the use of a simple likelihood discriminator is expected to have
close-to-optimal performances. The possibility of using boosted decision trees or
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add more variables has been investigated without any significant gain in sensitivity.
The likelihood discriminant output is shown in figure 5.3. As can be seen, a good

discrimination between signal, peaking at high values, and resonant tt̄H background
is achieved. To achieve a tt̄H contamination less than 10 % under the Higgs peak, a
cut is added to event selection requiring the likelihood discriminant to be greater
than 0.25. The full analysis requirements are summarized in table 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Likelihood discriminant output for tHq (red) and tt̄H (blue) simulated events.
Both contributions are normalized to unity.

Table 5.1 shows the expected number of events passing the selection requirements,
for signal and resonant background contributions. Additional contributions to tt̄H
and VH from negative top-Higgs coupling in SM processes are also reported. The
analysis selection has an efficiency of 17% on tHq events in the leptonic decay
channel.

Figure 5.4 shows the diphoton mass spectrum for events passing the full selection
requirements. As can be seen from the plot, after the full selection, no events are
found in data. As the number of background events and the related uncertainty
needs to be estimated using sidebands, the measurement of zero events should be
treated carefully and will be discussed in the next paragraph.

5.1.3 Background Estimation

In the diphoton decay channel, the main advantage is that a sideband analysis can
be performed to estimate the contribution of non-resonant background. A sideband
analysis relies on the definition of a signal-free control region (the sidebands) where
to measure the background and extrapolate this measurement into an estimate of
the background in the signal counting window.

In this analysis the variable used for the cut-and-count sideband analysis is mγγ .
The knowledge of the background shape fbg(mγγ) is a key element to estimate the
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Table 5.1. Expected MC yields in 19.7fb−1 of data passing full requirements. Yields are
counted in the 122-128 GeV range. The additional contributions from the ‘standard’
Higgs processes which would arise from the condition Ct = −1 are marked with a
dagger (†).

Process Yield
tHq (Ct = −1) 0.67

tt̄H 0.03 + 0.05†
VH 0.01 + 0.01†

other H 0

non resonant background contribution under the Higgs peak. Indeed, after having
counted the number of events in data sidebands (Nside) the number of non-resonant
background events in the signal region is given by:

Nbg = αNside

where α is the ratio of integrals of fbg in the signal and sidebands region:

α =
∫
signal region fbg(mγγ)dmγγ∫
sideband region fbg(mγγ)dmγγ

(5.1)

Given that zero events are observed in data after full selection, fbg cannot be
estimated fitting directly data, as in SM H → γγ analysis. A different approach
is followed here, using control regions to derive a robust estimate of the shape of
non-resonant background.

Four control samples are derived from data, which have looser selection require-
ments compared to the nominal selection:

• CSVL: similar to the nominal selection, but defining the b-jet candidate as
the hardest jet in the event which passes the ‘loose’ CSV requirements, instead
of the ‘medium’ one used in the nominal selection (cfr. par. 3.2);

• CSV0: same selection as the signal region, but defining the b-jet candidate as
the hardest jet in the event with |η| < 2.4, with no b-tagging requirement;

• InvID CSVL: same selection as CSVL, but with inverted photon ID criteria
on one of the two photons;

• InvID CSV0: same selection as CSV0, but with inverted photon ID criteria
on one of the two photons.

It must be noted that the control samples are not statistically independent, as for
instance CSVL is a subset of CSV0. The inversion of photon identification criteria
follows what was done in tt̄H category of the SM analysis (cfr. 4.3.3) and the same
reweighting procedure is followed.

The event samples identified with these control regions have high enough yields
that fits can be performed to the sideband regions. The chosen functional form of the
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Figure 5.4. Invariant mass of the diphoton system for events passing full selection require-
ments. The data (black markers) are compared to Monte Carlo simulations (stacked
histograms). As can be seen, zero events are observed in the data.

background is an exponential, and the fit is performed with an unbinned maximum
likelihood technique. As a cross-check, the same fit is then performed on background
simulations, and the results of these fits are compared in Figure 5.5, where the
fitted slope of the exponential for events passing the nominal selection and in the
four control regions is shown. As can be seen a good agreement, within statistical
precision, is found between the fits performed in the data (solid red markers) and in
the simulation (open black markers).

The fitted shape of the CSV0 control region, which is the one with the lowest
statistical uncertainty for the exponential shape, is taken as the nominal background
shape. This yields α = 7.7%. The full difference between using this shape and using
the InvID CSV0 shape (α = 10.2%) is taken as a systematic uncertainty on the
contribution of non-resonant backgrounds under the signal mass peak. Therefore,
the systematic uncertainty on the expected nominal background amounts to 33%.

5.1.4 Systematic Uncertainties

Table 5.2 summarizes the systematic uncertainties of this analysis. Some of them
are in common with the SM H → γγ analysis and the details on how they have
been derived have been described in paragraph 4.5. The derivation of systematic
uncertainty on the background shape has been described in the previous paragraph.

In addition to these uncertainties, an uncertainty is considered on tHq signal
model. Indeed, the simulated signal sample has been generated with a five-flavor
parton scheme, in which the only production diagram is qb → tHq. A possible
systematic uncertainty related to this choice is derived by computing the expected
efficiency on a signal sample generated in a four-flavor parton scheme, in which
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Figure 5.5. Fitted exponential slopes (p0) for events passing the nominal selection and
in the four control regions in the data (red markers) and in the simulation (open black
markers).

the signal is produced via qq′ → tHqb. The selection efficiency on qq′ → tHqb is
found to be about 17% lower than on qb→ tHq. The former process is expected to
contribute to 31% of the total cross section [98], so this translates into a difference
of 5.5%, which is taken as a systematic uncertainty.

5.1.5 Results

As already said, after applying selection requirements zero events are observed in
data. Resonant background contribution is estimated through simulations while the
non-resonant one is obtained using a background shape estimation done on control
samples.

The analysis, considering systematic uncertainties, has an expected significance
of 1.2± 1.2 standard deviations on tHq discovery, and an expected upper limit on
tHq cross section for Ct = −1 of 4.1 times the theoretical cross section. In this
evaluation, Ct = −1 is assumed and all extra H yields arising from this condition
are considered as signal. The statistical approach followed in this evaluation is the
same used in Section 4.4.

As no event is observed in the signal region, the observed UL coincides with the
expected one: that is an observed 95% UL is set at 4.1 times the expected cross
section (with Ct = −1).
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Table 5.2. Summary of the adopted systematic uncertainties.

tHq tt̄H VH Continuous BG
Luminosity ±2.6% ±2.6% ±2.6% -
PDF +3.1/-2.5 % ±8% ±11% -
QCD Scale +4.8/-4.3 % +11/-14 % ±2.3% -
Signal Model ±5.5% - - -
Photon Energy Resolution +4/-2 % +4/-2 % +4/-2 % -
Photon Energy Scale +1/-4 % +1/-4 % +1/-4 % -
Photon ID Efficiency ±2% ±2% ±2% -
Vertex Efficiency ±0.1% ±0.1% ±0.1% -
HLT < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1% -
JEC ±1.5% +3/-5 % ±8% -
JER ±0.5% ±3% +8/-0 % -
b-tagging ±2% ±1.5% ±0.1% -
PU ID ±2% ±0.5% ±2% -
Lepton Reconstruction ±1% ±1% ±1% -
BG shape - - - 33%

Table 5.3. Summary of the event selection.

Leading photon with pT > 50 ·mγγ/120 GeV
Subleading photon with pT > 25 GeV

Exactly one lepton (e/µ) with pT > 10 GeV
At least one b-jet with pT > 20 GeV

Hardest jet (not the b-Jet) pT > 20 GeV and |η| > 1
LD> 0.25
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5.2 Search for Pair Production of Heavy Vector-Like
Partners of the Top Quark

As seen in Paragraph 1.5.2 several theoretical models predict the existence of a new
strong sector of heavy vector-like quarks. Searches presented here focus on partners
of the top quark (T).

Different decays of this particle are possible, depending on different assumptions
on its nature. If the T quark is a weak isospin doublet, it can decay through flavor
changing neutral currents to a top quark and a Higgs or Z boson. If it is a weak
isospin singlet, it can additionally decay to a W boson and a b quark similarly to a
sequential fourth generation of quarks.

Older searches for heavy vector-like quarks focused separately either on the
T→ bW or T→ tZ final states [99–103]. The precise knowledge of the Higgs boson
mass now allows to target the T→ tH decay as well.

In this chapter, searches for T pair production where at least one of them decays
to a top quark and a Higgs boson are presented. The search is focused on the
H → γγ decay mode. The presence of the two photons in this search ensures that a
Higgs boson is actually present in the final state. This is useful, in case of a discovery,
to precisely measure the key parameters of the theory.

The final state, given the complex decay chain, is crowded: in addition to the
photons coming from the Higgs, further jets and leptons arise from the decay of the
other top and Higgs. This topology is similar to SM tt̄H production and analogous
techniques are used, even if an optimized selection is used according to different
kinematics and to reject SM background.

Throughout the analysis, the SM branching ratio of Higgs to photons, B(H →
γγ) = 0.0023, is used. This corresponds to the assumption that the presence of top
quark partners in the Higgs to photons loop would not change the branching ratio.
General variations of the above branching ratio are anyway possible and the results
can be interpreted by scaling up or down the values of σ(TT̄)× B used here.

5.2.1 Analysis Strategy

The strategy used in this top partners search shares the same approach of other
diphoton analysis: background estimation is performed using a fit to the diphoton
mass distribution. Expected signal and resonant contributions, instead, are estimated
using simulations.

Signal samples with varying top quark partner mass and decay modes have been
obtained through MadGraph version 5 [68] for the hard scatter and pythia version
6.4 [63] for parton shower/hadronization and underlying event modeling. The cross
sections for TT̄ production have been computed at next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) + next-to-next-to-leading logarithm (NNLL) soft gluon resummation using
the Top++2.0 computer program [104], and MSTW2008nnlo68cl parton density
functions (PDFs) [105] and are tabulated in table 5.4. As can be seen from the
table, the expected cross sections are sizeable in a wide range of mT and therefore
an evidence of these particles could be possible even with the current amount of
data. Uncertainties in the cross section due to the uncertainty in the underlying
parton density functions and from the choice of the renormalization and factorization
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scale are approximately 2.1% and 4.3%, respectively, in the top quark mass range of
interest for the analysis [106].

Table 5.4. Cross section σ in pb for T T̄ pair production computed for different pp center
of mass energies

√
s at NNLO+NNLL [106].

mT (GeV)
√
s = 8 TeV

√
s = 13 TeV

400 2.386 11.67
450 1.153 6.091.
500 0.590 3.359
550 0.315 1.938
600 0.174 1.161
650 0.0999 0.717
700 0.0585 0.455
750 0.0350 0.295
800 0.0213 0.196

As in single top associate production, SM Higgs production is a background
resonant in mγγ in this BSM search. The only relevant production mechanism for
this search is tt̄H production and its cross-section is estimated through Monte Carlo
simulation (cfr. Par. 4.2).

Non-resonant background contributions in this analysis are the same as in
SM exclusive categories: direct QCD production as well as emission in top quark
production (γγ+jets, tt̄+γγ, t+γγ). Jets in tt̄ events can also be misreconstructed
as photons due to the high number of jets in the final state. No simulations are
used to estimate these contributions, since data-driven control samples are used for
optimization while data are used for limit extraction.

To achieve best sensitivity, two different classes of possible final states are
targeted, according to the decay mode of the top quark partner.

Two search channels are therefore defined:

• the hadronic channel searches for events with a pair of photons and no
isolated electrons or muons. This channel targets events in which a top quark
partner decay chain leads only to quarks, and the top and Higgs boson, coming
from the other top partner, decay both hadronically. An example of this kind
of diagrams is given in the left side of Fig. 5.6;

• the leptonic channel searches for events with a pair of photons and at least
one isolated high-pT electron or muon. This channel targets events where at
least one charged lepton appears either in the top quark decay chain, or in
the decay chain stemming from the second top quark partner. A Feynman
diagram representing one such example is depicted in the right side of Fig. 5.6.

Different event selections will be optimized for the two categories of events and
the final results will be extracted combining the two.
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Figure 5.6. Example Feynman diagrams for top quark partners production and decay in
the hadronic (left) and leptonic (right) channels

5.2.2 Event Selection

The aim of the event selection is to separate signal process from the reducible
non-resonant background contribution. Given that simulations are not fully reliable
in the phase space of interest of this analysis (events with high number of jets and
leptons in the final state have big uncertainties in simulations and not yet completely
understood discrepancies with data) the non-resonant background contribution for
optimization is estimated using a data-driven control sample. This control sample
is derived inverting photon identification criteria, following what was done in the
tt̄H category of the SM analysis (cfr. 4.3.3) and the same reweighting procedure is
followed.

The optimization is performed, separately for the leptonic and the hadronic
channel, using TT̄ Monte Carlo simulations with mT=700 GeV as signal and the sum
of the data-driven background and tt̄H simulation as background. Different kinematic
variables, for both photons and jets, are investigated and the most discriminating
and less correlated ones are used as input variables for a multivariate optimization
using TMVA. Figure 5.7 shows the distributions of these variables for different
background contributions and signal. The variable HT is defined as the sum of the
transverse momenta of all the objects in the final state: photons, jets, and leptons.
This variable is particularly discriminating given the high number of high-energy
particles in TT̄ final state with respect to background processes. As can be seen from
these distributions, the signal is characterized by high-pT photons, the pT spectrum
is even harder than tt̄H production, high jet and b-jet multiplicity.

The optimization process provides a series of cut values for each variable maxi-
mizing background rejection for a given signal efficiency. The optimal working point
(WP) is chosen using as a figure of merit the 95 % confidence level (CL) expected
upper limit (UL) on σ(TT̄). The final selection for the two channels, corresponding
to the chosen WP, is reported in Table 5.5.

After having defined the selection criteria, since the background is extracted
from a fit to the diphoton invariant mass, an appropriate fitting function has to be
chosen. Studies performed on pseudo-experiment proved that a simple exponential
can be used without introducing any relevant bias in background estimation.
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Figure 5.7. Distributions for pT of the leading and subleading photon (top right and
left), number of jets and HT (center left and right) and number of b jets (bottom). All
distributions are normalized to unity. Signal with mT=700 GeV (blue), tt̄H (red) and the
data-driven non resonant background (grey) contributions are shown. All contributions
are normalized to unity.

5.2.3 Systematic Uncertainties

All simulation-derived experimental systematic uncertainties apply to signal and to
tt̄H resonant background. They are summarized in Table 5.6. All of them are in
common with H → γγ and single top Higgs associate production analysis and are
derived following the same procedures.

5.2.4 Results

An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit is performed to the diphoton mass distribution,
in the range 100-180 GeV, under the hypothesis of no signal, in both categories.
This fit is used to estimate non resonant background contribution. The result of the
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Table 5.5. Final selection for leptonic and hadronic channel

Variable Leptonic channel Hadronic channel
pT(γ1) > 1

2mγγ GeV > 3
4mγγ GeV

pT(γ2) 25 GeV 35 GeV
njets ≥ 2 ≥ 2
HT ≥ 770 GeV ≥ 1000 GeV

leptons ≥ 1 0
b tags - ≥ 1

Table 5.6. Summary of the adopted systematic uncertainties.

TT̄ tt̄H
Luminosity ±2.6% ±2.6%
PDF - ±8.1%
QCD scale - +4/-9 %
Photon Energy Resolution +4/-2 % +4/-2 %
Photon Energy Scale +1/-4 % +1/-4 %
Photon ID Efficiency ±2% ±2%
Trigger < 0.1% < 0.1%
JEC ±2% (had) ±1% (lep) ±7% (had) ±5% (lep)
JER ±1% < 0.5%
b-tagging < 0.5% (had) < 0.5% (had)
Pile-up identification ±2% ±2%
Lepton Reconstruction ±1% (lep) ±1%

fits is shown in figure 5.8. The error bands show the uncertainty on the background
shapes associated with the statistical uncertainties of the fits. Signal contribution,
after full selection, is estimated using simulations. The expected yields for signal
(with mT = 700 GeV) and backgrounds are summarized in Tab. 5.7. All the yields
are computed in a window of 1.5 GeV around the signal peak, which corresponds to
1 full width at half maximum of the mγγ distribution for the Higgs boson.

Table 5.7. Expected yields for signal, tt̄H and non-resonant background (from the fit to
data) in 19.7 fb−1 after full event selection. All the yields are computed in a window of
1 full width at half maximum (FWHM = ±1.5 GeV) around 125 GeV.

Process Leptonic Hadronic
TT̄(mT = 700 GeV) 0.43 1.05
tt̄H 0.039 0.042
Background 0.11+0.07

−0.03 0.65+0.16
−0.13

Observed Data 0 2

No significant excess is observed in data, with respect to background-only predic-
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Figure 5.8. Diphoton invariant mass distribution for candidate TT̄ events for the hadronic
(left) and leptonic (right) channel. The signal is normalized to the predicted theoretical
cross section corresponding to mT = 700 GeV. Background predictions coming from the
fit are shown as a red line, and bands corresponding to 68% (yellow) and 95% (green)
are added.

tions, in the signal window. An upper limit on top partner production cross section
can be therefore set, using the modified frequentist CLs approach, taking the profile
likelihood as a test statistic [107, 108]. To derive exclusion limits, an assumption
should be made on the branching ratio of the top partners: all the exclusion limits
results are firstly obtained under the assumption of B(T→ tH) = 100%. This hy-
pothesis is dropped later to allow for alternative interpretations in the phase space
of T branching ratios.

Figure 5.9 shows the 95% confidence exclusion limit on the production cross
section times branching ratio, for both search channels, as a function of the top
partner mass. The expected limit is shown as a dotted black line, and the bands
corresponding to 68% (yellow) and 95% (green) probability are added. The observed
limit is represented by a black line. As can be seen, the hadronic channel expected
exclusion reaches top quark partner masses up to 538GeV while in the leptonic
channel the expected exclusion region arrives up to 522GeV. The two channels can
be combined together and the overall exclusion limit for top partner production in
the diphoton decay channel is shown in figure 5.10. The expected and observed
upper limit on the top quark partner cross section for the two categories and their
combination are summarized in table 5.8. The final observed (expected) exclusion
bound to the existence of top quark partners reaches a mass mass of 540 (607)GeV.

The assumption B(T→ tH)=100% can be relaxed for a more general interpreta-
tion of the results. Indeed, exclusion limits can be derived not only as a function of
mT but also leaving the branching ratio to top and Higgs as a free parameter. In
Fig. 5.11 the expected and observed exclusion region is shown in the 2-dimensional
space of B(T→ tH) and mT. The variable represented by the color palette on the
right of the plot corresponds to the excluded cross section (σUL), normalized to the
theoretical one, σtheo, for a given top partner mass. The solid line corresponds to
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Figure 5.9. 95% C.L. upper limit on heavy vector-like partners of the top quark (T), with
T→ tH(→ γγ), production in the hadronic (left) or leptonic (right) channel.
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Table 5.8. Summary of observed and expected 95% upper limits (UL) to the production
cross section of heavy vector-like partners of the top quark (T), with T→ tH(→ γγ):
the observed and expected limit are given for the hadronic channel, the leptonic channel,
and their combination.

Observed UL Expected UL for mT = 700GeV
Hadronic Channel 0.25 pb 0.16 pb
Leptonic Channel 0.29 pb 0.27 pb
Combined 0.19 pb 0.12 pb

the boundary of the excluded region, where the excluded cross section corresponds
to the theoretical one, which means σUL

σtheo
= 1.

In the same phase space, expected exclusion with different assumptions on
branching ratio values can be computed. In figure 5.12 this is shown for two different
hypotheses: B(T→Wb) = 0 and B(T→ tZ) = 0. As can be seen from the plot, the
analysis is almost only sensitive to B(T→ tH) and different assumptions on other
branching ratios do not change notably the expected exclusion region.

Nevertheless, a complete interpretation of the result can be given also in the
phase space of the three possible branching ratios: B(T→ tH), B(T→ bW) and
B(T→ tZ). The two triangles in Fig. 5.13 shows the expected and observed limits
on T quark mass as a function of the branching ratios in the different decay channels.
In the white region of the triangle, which corresponds to the part where B(T→ tH)
is too small, the presence of any T quark with a mass greater of 500 GeV cannot be
excluded.

In conclusion, searches for TT̄ in the diphoton decay channel are very perform-
ing and the results can be interpreted in very different scenarios. This search is
particularly sensitive to the scenario where B(T→ tH) is close to unity, while small
sensitivity has been found to other possible branching ratios of top partners decays.
No significant excess has been found, since all observed results are compatible with
background-only expectations. Under the hypothesis that B(T→ tH) = 1 values of
the top quark mass up to 540 (607)GeV are observed (expected).

5.2.5 Combination with Other channels

Given the wide range of possible decays of fermionic top partners, very different
analyses can be combined together to obtain overall exclusion limits on the production
of these particles.

CMS has designed different analyses to target all possible decay modes: T→ bW,
T → tH and T → tZ. No assumption is made on the relative weight of these
branching ratios and limits on production cross section are set for different possible
combinations. Five different T quark searches, optimized for different topologies,
have been performed. One of the analyses [109] is inclusive and sets limits for all
possible branching ratios scenarios. The other four analyses have better sensitivity in
their respective optimized regions, but they do not cover the full range of branching
ratios. A common strategy to all searches is to impose hard cuts on the number
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of jets and b-jets in the final state and on HT, according to TT̄ topology, while
different techniques are used depending on the decay channel targeted.

Inclusive searches are performed in two different channels, according to the
presence of one or multiple leptons in the final state [109]. The main backgrounds in
these searches are SM prompt production of a pair of top quarks, tt̄, or of W- and
Z-boson. Multivariate techniques, using jet and b-jet multiplicity and kinematics,
are employed in single-lepton searches. In multilepton channels, charge correlations
are also used to reduce background contribution.

Specific searches for T→ bW decays are performed in single-lepton [110] and
all-hadronic [111] final states. Tools for inspecting substructure of jets [112] are used
in these searches, since decay products of the T quark are expected to be highly
boosted and secondary hadronic decays may get merged into single jets (fat jets)
with intrinsic substructure. Top- and W- tagging techniques are exploited to identify
jets from hadronic decays of these particles [113–116]. In the single-lepton searches,
one lepton is required in the final state and a kinematic fit, constraining the mass of
decay products to those of the W boson, is used in the hypothesis TT̄→ bW+b̄W−.
All-hadronic searches in the T→ bW channel target, instead, events where the W
decays hadronically. In addition to two W-tagged, additional jets and b-jets are
required to fully reconstruct the T pair. QCD multijet events contribute the largest
fraction to the standard model background in this search and the modeling of this
kind of background is derived from data.

The T→ tH decay mode, in addition to the diphoton analysis already presented,
is also investigated in the all-hadronic decay mode [117]. Substructure requirements
on jets are strongly used to devise an optimized selection reconstructing the final
state in its entirety.

All the analyses in the different channels are combined together. Results are
extracted using the statistical approach used in previous chapters. Given that no
striking excess over background-only predictions is observed, exclusion limits on
the expected heavy top partners cross section can be set, in different hypotheses of
branching ratios.

Figure 5.14 shows the expected limits for individual analysis and their combi-
nation in the case of exclusive branching ratio. Observed limits, along with the
expected uncertainty bands, are displayed instead in Figure 5.15.

Table 5.9 summarizes the expected (observed) exclusion limits obtained deter-
mining the crossing point between expected (observed) limits with the theoretical
predictions. These results can be visualized using triangular planes, as already shown
for the diphoton analysis. Combining all searches in these plots allows to see the
complete picture of CMS exclusion limits for this kind of particle. Expected and
observed triangle plots are shown in figure 5.16.

5.2.6 Summary of T searches

Searches for TT̄ in the diphoton decay channel have been presented in the first part
of this section. No significant excess has been found analyzing 8 TeV dataset, and
the observed excluded region, under the hypothesis that B(T→ tH) = 1, reaches
540 GeV.

Since the hypothetical T quark has three decay modes (T → bW, T → tH
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B(bW) B(tZ) B(tH) obs. limit (GeV) exp. limit (GeV) expected 1σ (GeV)
0.0 1.0 0.0 787 831 [783,878]
0.0 0.8 0.2 776 822 [776,875]
0.0 0.6 0.4 765 818 [775,872]
0.0 0.4 0.6 764 823 [773,877]
0.0 0.2 0.8 766 822 [775,881]
0.0 0.0 1.0 765 843 [782,891]
0.2 0.8 0.0 780 822 [777,876]
0.2 0.6 0.2 753 811 [767,871]
0.2 0.4 0.4 746 807 [760,870]
0.2 0.2 0.6 751 798 [761,874]
0.2 0.0 0.8 749 821 [769,880]
0.4 0.6 0.0 758 812 [766,875]
0.4 0.4 0.2 744 799 [753,874]
0.4 0.2 0.4 741 798 [748,872]
0.4 0.0 0.6 734 808 [758,879]
0.6 0.4 0.0 749 817 [765,882]
0.6 0.2 0.2 744 810 [755,880]
0.6 0.0 0.4 730 818 [760,884]
0.8 0.2 0.0 907 866 [797,918]
0.8 0.0 0.2 896 867 [792,920]
1.0 0.0 0.0 946 905 [855,981]

Table 5.9. Lower limits for the T quark mass, at 95% CL, for different combinations of T
quark branching fractions.
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and T→ tZ) different exclusive searches can be considered and combined together
in different hypotheses of branching ratios. No excess has been observed over
background expectations in the whole mass range and limits on the production
cross-section of vector-like T quarks are set. The expected limits vary between 800
GeV and 890 GeV depending on the branching ratio of the T quark. For a branching
ratio of B(bW) = 100% an expected (observed) limit of 905 GeV (946 GeV) is found.
For B(tH) = 100% the expected (observed) limit is 843 GeV (765 GeV) while for
B(tZ) = 100% the expected (observed) limit is 831 GeV (787 GeV).
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Figure 5.14. Expected limits of the individual analyses in comparison to the result of the
combination for different branching ratios scenarios
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Figure 5.15. Observed limits (solid black line) along with the expected one-sigma and
two-sigma uncertainties for different branching ratios scenarios.
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Figure 5.16. Expected (left) and observed (right) limits of the combined analysis, visualized
in a triangle representing the decay branching ratios.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis analyzes in details the discovery potential of the diphoton decay of
the Higgs boson for new physics searches. Both direct and indirect searches are
investigated in the H → γγ decay channel.

Given the presence of two high energy photons, the strategy used in all searches is
to identify, in the diphoton mass distribution, the narrow Higgs boson mass peak over
a continuum background spectrum. The main advantages of this channel are: the
possibility to estimate background contribution directly from data, the good signal
over background ratio and the possibility to measure the mass. A good accuracy on
photon energy and vertex reconstruction is required in order to achieve the mass
resolution needed for this kind of searches. The main background contribution
comes from prompt production of events with photons and jets in the final state.
Consequently, dedicated photon identification and reconstruction criteria have been
designed to reduce these backgrounds.

Measurements of the Higgs boson couplings to other particles have been presented
in this thesis. These measurements have been done devising exclusive categories,
tagging different production modes of the Higgs boson. The presence of additional
objects has been used to further suppress the background and increase the sensi-
tivity. Results are presented in different benchmark models, grouping production
mechanisms and using different possible scale factors for Higgs boson production
cross sections and decay branching ratios. The approach is as model indipendent as
possible, and only reasonable general assumptions are made in the search of possible
deviations from the SM predictions.

No striking deviations from theoretical predictions have been observed; the
measured signal strengths for different production modes are compatible with SM
expectations. A mild excess, roughly two sigmas over SM expectations in the
combination of all decay channels, is seen in tt̄H production mode. Thanks to
the inclusion of dedicated categories for associate production modes in H → γγ
analysis the precision on couplings measurements has significantly increased. These
measurements can be used to constrain several BSM models such as 2HDM and
VLQ.

Direct searches of new physics effects have been performed focussing on two
different processes: associate production of a single top quark and a Higgs boson
(tHq), and pair production of heavy vector-like partners of the top quark (T) decaying
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in top and Higgs. The first process can highlight anomalous top-Higgs coupling while
the second one could be an evidence a new strong sector of heavy quarks, useful to
solve the hierarchy problem. These processes have similar final states to associate
SM Higgs production. Optimized searches have been designed taking advantage of
experimental techniques developed for Higgs coupling measurements.

No excess over background-only expectations is found in both analyses. An
upper limit of 4.1 times the theoretical cross section is therefore set for anomalous
tHq production. Instead, the existence of vector-like partners of the top quarks,
decaying completely in top and Higgs, is excluded up to a mass of 550 GeV in the
diphoton decay channel. The combination with other decay channels increases the
lower bound on their mass up to 750 GeV.

The presence of one or more top quarks in the final state has a key role in
creating optimized selections for the different searches presented in this thesis. This
particle, given its unexpectedly high mass for a SM quark, has a great theoretical
importance in Higgs physics and the precise measurement of its coupling to the
Higgs boson is one of the physics goals of LHC. Top quarks have an important role
in many BSM models, since often produced in association with Higgs bosons as
decay products of heavy particles. The experimental signature of this kind of events
with top quarks and Higgs bosons is particularly complex, given the presence of lots
of different types of objects in the final state. The results presented here highlight
the versatility of the CMS detector, which permits to reconstruct this kind of events
with great accuracy in a difficult experimental ambient.

The original results contained in this thesis were published in several articles of
the CMS Collaboration [91,118–120] and are the most updated to quote for these
searches in the H → γγ channel. Both direct and indirect searches presented in this
thesis have pointed out the important role of the H → γγ process in new physics
searches. The processes searched in this thesis will become of primary importance
for the next LHC Run, which is foreseen to start at a center-of-mass energy of 13
TeV. The Standard Model tt̄H production, for istance, is close to observation and
limits on vector-like partners of the top quark could be extended up to the TeV
scale, confirming or excluding most of BSM models in the first years of data-taking.
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